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Terminology used in the report
Central Victoria
The region of Central Victoria comprised of the LGAs of Ballarat, Colac Otway,
Corangamite, Golden Plains, Greater Geelong, Hepburn, Macedon Ranges, Moorabool,
Queenscliffe, Surf Coast and Pyrenees, unless otherwise defined in the report.

Forest products
Sawlog

Log that is processed into sawn timber.

Pulplog

Log that is processed into wood-based panels (includes
hardboard, softboard, particleboard and medium-density
fibreboard), woodchips for domestic paper, or woodchips for
export.

Preservation log

Log that is processed into treated wood products for rural,
domestic, commercial, civil and industrial uses.

Biomass

Firewood or chip used for production of energy.

Timber species
Common name

Scientific name

blue gum

Eucalyptus globulus

radiata pine

Pinus radiata

shining gum

Eucalyptus nitens

sugar gum

Eucalyptus cladocalyx

Respondent

A person who was interviewed and provided primary
information for this study.
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Summary
The study

This study was an initiative of the Department of Environment and Primary Industries
(DEPI), Victoria. The purpose was to update a study (URS 2003) of the socio-economics
of the forest industries in Central Victoria. Using an approach similar to that undertaken
by URS (2003), this study has assessed and quantified the current socio-economic status
of Central Victoria’s forestry industry. Results were based on a survey of all major
forestry industry participants in Central Victoria. This was used to assess the impact of the
forestry industry compared to that of agriculture and tourism.
Background

Since 2003, the timber industry in Central Victoria has been affected by regional, national
and international factors. These include:


The impact of the government policy ‘Our Forest Our Future’ in 2002 to close down
parts of Victoria’s native forest industry;



the global financial crisis (GFC) that started in 2008;



the expansion and then sudden cessation of investment in forestry managed investment
schemes (MIS) since 2008;



declining profitability for plantation owners and processors;



a sharp fall in export wood chip prices in 2012; and



increased imports of competitive softwood timber in the period following the GFC, the
impact of a high AUD on exporters and trade exposed local processors, and a
contracting resource base of softwood plantations.

DEPI commissioned the current review to update the previous study in light of these
changes. The report aligns with the government’s Timber Industry Action Plan (TIAP) and
provides a baseline from which to measure and manage the changes and challenges the
forestry industry is facing in Central Victoria.
Methodology

The forestry industry was defined as including all businesses and organisations whose
primary activities are dependent upon the growing, managing or processing of trees for the
purposes of wood and paper production – consistent with recent research on the sector by
Schirmer (2010). The ‘Central Victoria region’ was defined geographically as the 11
municipalities or local government areas (LGAs) of Ballarat, Colac Otway, Corangamite,
Golden Plains, Greater Geelong, Hepburn, Macedon Ranges, Moorabool, Queenscliffe,
Surf Coast and Pyrenees (Figure 1).
We collected primary data on forest resources and timber processing from a survey
conducted of forestry industry businesses in Central Victoria. We then collected and in
some cases further analysed secondary data (i.e. published data) to provide information
about the regional economic impact of the forestry industry, agriculture and tourism.
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Statistical data alone does not provide an understanding of the drivers of socio-economic
change in the forestry industry. Thus, the statistical information from our surveys and
secondary sources was cross-referenced with qualitative data collected from 26 in-depth,
semi-structured interviews with key players in the forestry industry in Central Victoria and
regional agencies and organisations.
Feedback and stakeholder reviews of the draft report were incorporated into the final
report.

Figure 1 Geographic extent of Central Victoria

Source: Consultant.

Main findings



The softwood plantation estate has decreased.
The softwood resource in Central Victoria is now estimated to be less than 28 000
hectares. This resource is small compared to the softwood resource in other
plantation regions in Victoria. There is little prospect for new softwood plantations
in the medium term according to forest grower respondents. The small scale of
softwood plantations means that the largest softwood sawlog processor in the region
sources a substantial proportion of its total log intake from outside the region.



There has been a change in the understanding of the suitability of the land for
hardwood plantations
There has been a substantial change in the understanding of the suitability of the land
base in the region for growing short-rotation hardwood plantations based on the
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generally poor performance of blue gum (Eucalyptus globulus) planted during the
past decade on a range of sites. One respondent said that the suitable areas are
restricted to the higher rainfall sites in the Otways. The hardwood plantation
resource in the region is likely to continue to contract – there has been a recent trend
of converting some blue gum plantation sites to agricultural use after harvest, and
there is little prospect for new hardwood plantations at scale.


Hardwood plantations ownership has changed
There has been considerable change in the ownership and management of hardwood
plantations that were established in the region under managed investment schemes
(MIS) during the past decade. The restructuring or failure of schemes has driven this
change, and new owners have acquired the plantation and land assets using funds
from timber investment management organisations and other sources. New owners
include Australian Bluegum Plantations, New Forests, and Australian Agribusiness
Group.



Growers have experienced declining profitability
Growers of industrial-scale softwoods have experienced declining profitability as a
result of decrease in real log prices and real increases in growing costs. Retail
investors in hardwood plantations developed under MIS have suffered losses as
some schemes have entered into administration. The initial response has been to seek
opportunities for productivity improvements and costs savings in plantation
management practices, value recovery from harvesting, and harvesting and log
haulage logistics.



Processors have experienced declining profitability
Processors have experienced declining profitability as a result of 1) timber prices
decreasing in real terms at a faster rate than the decrease in real log prices, and 2)
other costs (e.g. labour, energy) increasing in real terms. Processors are likewise
seeking opportunities for productivity improvements and cost savings.



Timber imports are adversely impacting local processors
Softwood processors expressed the view that their businesses are being adversely
affected by imports of high-quality, low-priced sawn timber (especially from Europe,
which are advantaged by the high AUD). European timber imports increased
significantly in the post-GFC period.



Woodchip exporters are pessimistic about full recovery of traditional export
markets but optimistic about the outlook
Chip exporters are pessimistic about the prospects in the near term for full recovery
of their traditional markets in Asia for hardwood and softwood chips. Opportunities
for new markets and products are likely to be pursued to diversify business. Both
chip exporters are optimistic about the longer-term outlook for their businesses
notwithstanding current challenges.
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High AUD is adversely impacting processors and exporters
The GFC and the subsequent combined effects of the high Australian dollar and
increased timber imports have adversely affected most processors in Central
Victoria. This is particularly the case for the softwood processors that export
products or are subject to import competition. It is unlikely that AUD will fall to the
long-term pre-GFC average (AUD ~ low 0.70s USD) in the short term.

Detailed results
Forest resources in Central Victoria

Central Victoria has substantial areas of forest. The main forest types are private and
public native forests, and private softwood and hardwood plantations. We estimated that
survey information we collected accounted for more than 95% of the forests in Central
Victoria managed for wood production.
Plantations

In 2010 there were 58 800 hectares of plantations in the Central Victoria National
Plantation Inventory (NPI) region, 47% made up of softwood plantations and 53%
hardwood plantations. Both softwood and hardwood plantations are widespread in the
region. The Central Victoria NPI region was one of the few national plantation regions to
have similar areas of hardwood and softwood plantations in 2010. The Colac Otway shire
had the most plantations (25% of the total) in 2005 followed by Pyrenees shire (22%),
Golden Plains shire (14%), Moorabool shire (11%), Corangamite shire (8%), Hepburn
shire (7%), City of Ballarat (5%), Macedon Ranges and Surf Coast shires (4%) and City of
Greater Geelong and Borough of Queenscliffe (<1%) (Gavran and Parsons 2011).
Almost all (99%) of the softwood plantations in the region are radiata pine (Pinus
radiata). The dominant grower is Hancock Victorian Plantations (HVP) with a productive
plantation area of 16 703 hectares in 2010 (HVP 2010). Other main growers are AKD
Softwoods with 6000 hectares as at 2008 (Harris 2008), Midway Ltd (Midway) and
Central Highlands Water. Ownership and management of softwood plantations in the
region has been stable over the last decade.
The total area of radiata pine in Central Victoria has decreased slightly since 2005; the
principal reason for this change has been the replanting of radiata pine plantation sites
with hardwoods, mainly blue gum (Crawford et al. 2011). Most softwood plantations in
Central Victoria are within 150 kilometres of the major softwood processing facility for
sawlogs located at Colac.
The area of hardwood plantations in the region has increased significantly in the past
decade – the 12 725 hectares in 2000 had increased to 20 273 hectares by 2005 (BRS
2011) and to an estimated 31 100 hectares by 2010. However, the harvesting and nonreplanting of one company’s estate in recent years is unlikely to have been captured in the
plantation statistics. Accordingly, the current area of hardwood plantations in the region is
estimated to be approximately 29 000 hectares.
Ownership and management of hardwood plantations is more diverse and complex than
for softwood plantations. The ownership changes were largely driven by failure of MIS.
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Administration, liquidation, mergers and acquisitions of MIS occurred in the latter part of
the last decade. The new ownership and management arrangements are complex
representing a new era in the rationalisation and control of plantation forestry assets,
including some of those located in Central Victoria. The main owners of hardwood
plantations are the Australian Agribusiness Group, Macquarie Group, Midway, farm
forestry growers, Australian Bluegum Plantations and New Forests. PF Olsen (Australia)
Pty Ltd is the manager of plantations owned by New Forests.
Hardwood plantations are widely dispersed throughout the region, and most
(approximately 80-85%) are blue gum. The 2500 hectares of shining gum (Eucalyptus
nitens) (Gavran and Parsons 2011, p. 33) is concentrated in the Otways.
Approximately 95% of the region’s hardwood plantations are managed solely for the
production of pulplogs, with the remaining 5% being multi-species farm forests managed
for the production of sawlogs and other products. There is a small and increasing industry
that processes sawlogs from hardwood plantings.
State forests

There are approximately 321 000 hectares of public forest in Central Victoria, comprising
parks and reserves, State forests, and other public land. Wood production on public land is
an approved management activity only in certain areas of State forests, in accordance with
approved management plans. Since the cessation of timber production from State forests
in the Otway Forest Management Area (FMA) in 2008, only minor product harvesting
(e.g. domestic and commercial firewood, and tea-tree collection) has been authorised in
these forests.
There is approximately 140 000 hectares of private native forest in the region that are
widely dispersed and generally held in small ownerships (Crawford 2009, p. 10). The level
of production is quite limited for what is a comparatively large forest area.
The Victorian Government announced in December 2012 that it would allow limited
commercial timber harvesting in the Mount Cole and Pyrenees Ranges State forest for the
first time since 2004. The local sawmill, Pyrenees Timber, will take up a one-year licence
for 600 cubic metres of storm-affected timber for the trial.
Farm forestry

Since 2003, the Victorian and Commonwealth governments have actively supported the
development of farm forestry in Victoria as a means of providing additional forest
resources together with environmental benefits. Government programs in Central Victoria
include sawlogs for salinity, plantations for greenhouse project, grow west project, and
west RFA sawlog farming project.
Forest certification

Forest growers in Central Victoria have significantly improved the environmental
credentials of the forestry industry over the last decade by attaining certification for forest
management under internationally recognised accreditation schemes. The schemes are
transparent and require third-party accreditation against the standards of the schemes by
the certifying bodies.
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Impacts of fires

Since 2003 there has been a decade of severe bushfires; however, the forest resources of
Central Victoria have been relatively unscathed in contrast to devastating and widespread
bushfires in other parts of Victoria. A fire at Scarsdale caused the single biggest loss in
2006, burning 1135 hectares of softwood plantation owned by HVP. The company has
replanted the burnt areas.
The timber processing industry in Central Victoria

The forestry industry in Central Victoria is built on the processing of softwood logs by
AKD Softwoods, the main processor, from supplies from HVP, the main softwood
plantation company. In the region there are two other small softwood sawmills, two small
hardwood sawmills, some portable mills operating full-time or part-time, and two mills
carrying out secondary processing of hardwood timbers. There are also two timber treatment
businesses in the region. Timber products from Central Victoria include finished wood

products, appearance grade timber, structural grade timber, unseasoned timber products,
treated timber, sawlogs for export and chips for export, and biomass products (firewood,
chips for energy).
The processing industry is relatively limited and simple compared with other regions in
Victoria because of the smaller-scale plantation estate, the reduction in the public native forest
industry and proximity to ports for the export of logs.
Softwood processing

The region’s softwood sawmilling sector is comparatively small and thus vulnerable. This
sector in Central Victoria has experienced mixed success over the last decade. AKD
expanded production but another sawmill (Tasco) closed because of insufficient log
supply. AKD is constrained by limited available sawlog volume from plantations within
the region. Recent expansion in its processing has been based on logs from the adjoining
Green Triangle region.
Hardwood processing

Hardwood sawmilling in Central Victoria was effectively closed down under the
government policy in 2002. There remain just two full-time small hardwood mills in the
region at Beaufort and Lismore and another small mill, just outside the region at Talbot
sourcing small logs from private native forests and farm forestry plantations. In addition,
some Lucas mills1 or other small mills are in full-time or part-time use.
Exports

Woodchip exports from Geelong remain an important part of the Central Victoria forestry
industry. There are two successful businesses exporting chips to Asia. These operations
were established to provide markets for pulplogs and sawmill residues (chips) because
existing local processing options were unviable or inferior. The international trade in
hardwood and softwood chips to the Asian paper industry is currently under stress as a

1

A portable swing-blade sawmill.
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result of significant price falls in 2012 that are exacerbated by the high AUD. The
exporters remain confident about the future notwithstanding the current challenges.
Log exports commenced two decades ago and remain an important part of the region’s
forestry industry. The log export business has always been challenging because of its
volatility. Supply of logs for export has also been variable and growers have avoided
committing to supplying logs to ensure continuity of operations. It is surprising under
these circumstances that operations have been continuous over the period.
A major change in log exports has been the transition from bulk freight log exports from
Geelong to exporting logs in containers from Melbourne. This has provided operational
and financial benefits due to unique circumstances that allow cheap container freight from
Melbourne.
Treated timbers

There are two timber treatment businesses operating in the region, Barry McVilly Pty Ltd
with plants at Terang and Beaufort, and Shelton Treated Timber Pty Ltd with a plant at
Colac producing treated round timber for fencing and other outdoor applications. These
two companies are long-standing businesses and have demonstrated considerable
resilience in a sector that has seen a number of failed operations in the past.
Changes in log supply

The log supply from plantations, farm forests and native forests in Central Victoria in
2011-2012 was estimated to be 826 000 cubic metres. The log types represented in this
total were softwood sawlog 500 000 cubic metres, softwood pulplog 114 000 cubic
metres, softwood preservation log 30 000 cubic metres, hardwood farm forest sawlog
<1000 cubic metres, hardwood plantation pulplog 171 000 cubic metres, hardwood native
forest sawlog 3000 cubic metres and hardwood native forest pulplog 8000 cubic metres.
The total volume consisted of 61% sawlog, 35% pulplog and 4% preservation log.
Softwood plantations and farm forests supplied 78% of the total logs, hardwood
plantations and farm forests supplied 21% of the total logs and native forests supplied 1%.
It was estimated that in 2011-2012, farm forests in Central Victoria supplied 15 400 cubic
metres of sawlogs, with more than 95% from softwood plantings.
The main changes in log supply over the last decade included a decrease in the volume of
softwood pulplogs, a decrease in the volume of export softwood logs, a substantial
decrease in the volume of hardwood sawlogs, and an increase in the volume of hardwood
pulplogs. Most of the hardwood pulplogs were sourced from private hardwood plantations
in 2011-2012 whereas they were mainly sourced from public native forests in 2001-2002.
Log supply from the region had decreased by approximately 21% during the decade 20012002 to 2011-2012.
It was estimated that 755 000 cubic metres of logs were processed by mills in the region in
2011-2012 which included an estimated 110 000 cubic metres of softwood sawlogs
supplied from outside Central Victoria. The volume of logs processed by mills in Central
Victoria in 2001-2002 was approximately double that processed by mills in 2011-2012.
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The main differences were higher volumes of hardwood pulplogs (mainly sourced from
outside Central Victoria) and softwood pulplogs processed in 2001-2002.
The supply outlook for softwood sawlogs from plantations in the Central Victoria National
Plantation Inventory (NPI) region is forecast to be 342 000 cubic metres per year in the
period 2015-2019, decline for the next 20 years, and a peak at 581 000 cubic metres per
year in the period 2040-2044. For pulplogs, the supply outlook is forecast to be 233 000
cubic metres per year in the period 2015-2019, with a peak of 265 000 cubic metres per
year in the period 2025-2029 (Gavran et al. 2012, pp. 40).
The supply of hardwood pulplogs from plantations in the Central Victoria NPI region is
forecast to peak at 707 000 cubic metres per year for the period 2015-2019 and decline to
422 000 cubic metres per year for the period 2020-2024 (Gavran et al. 2012, pp. 40).
Value of production

In 2011-2012, the mill gate value of log production from softwood plantations, hardwood
plantations, farm forests and native forests in Central Victoria was estimated to be $52.5
million. This total was composed of 74% of the value of logs from softwood plantations,
24% from logs supplied from hardwood plantations and 2% from logs supplied from
native forests. The majority of the value of logs (57%) was derived from logs exported as
whole logs or as chips and a minority of the value of logs (43%) was derived from logs
supplied to softwood sawmills in Central Victoria.
Social and economic impacts of the forestry industry in Central Victoria
Employment

Studies by Schirmer (2010) and Schirmer and Dunn (2010) revealed that while Barwon
and Central Highlands (the Statistical Divisions relevant to Central Victoria) had less than
1% of the workforce employed in the forestry industry, this employment was significant in
some localities because different parts of Central Victoria have different levels of
dependence on the forestry industry.
The Barwon Statistical Division (SD) experienced an increase of 16% in forestry industry
employment from 1996-2001, then a decrease of 8% from 2001-2006 attributed to the loss
of jobs in the native forests industries. The overall increase of 7% in forestry industry
employment during 1996-2006 (Schirmer 2010, p. 64) was mainly due to increased
processing of softwood logs and harvesting of hardwood plantations.
The Central Highlands SD is made up of the LGAs of Ararat (outside Central Victoria),
Ballarat, Hepburn, Moorabool and Pyrenees. The forestry industry employed 472 people
(1.9% of total employment in the forestry industry in Victoria) in the Central Highlands
SD. There was much less dependence on the processing sector for forestry industry
employment in the Central Highlands SD compared to the Barwon SD (79% versus 46%).
The higher dependence on the growing sector and the services to forestry sector in the
Central Highlands SD was no doubt due to the expansion of hardwood plantations (e.g. in
the Pyrenees LGA) during the past decade.
Despite the employment created by expansion of hardwood plantations, employment in
the forestry industry in the Central Highlands SD decreased by 25% from 1996-2001 and a
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further 12% from 2001-2006, mainly as a result of loss of jobs in the native forests
industries (Schirmer and Dunn 2010).
The Barwon SD is the fourth most important forestry region in Victoria. Excluding
workers in the Melbourne Statistical Division, Central Victoria (the Barwon and Central
Highlands SDs) had 19% of the workers in the forestry industry in regional Victoria
(derived from Schirmer 2010, p. 56).
A complementary report (SCC 2009) showed that the forestry industry is an important
employer in Ballarat, Colac and Geelong – 1075 people were employed in forest growing,
forestry services, primary processing and secondary processing. Direct employment and
expenditure by the forestry industry is significant in a number of towns and cities in
Central Victoria. Towns with ‘medium’ dependency were, in descending order: Colac,
Beeac and Beaufort. Towns with ‘low’ dependency were, in descending order: DrysdaleClifton Springs and Leopold (SCC 2009, pp. 61-62).
Economics

The forestry industry’s direct economic (gross regional product) contribution in local
government areas in Central Victoria was $140.3 million in 2008-2009. The forestry
industry had significant economic impact in 10 of the 11 LGAs in Central Victoria in
2008-2009.
Greater Geelong LGA had the highest activity in the forestry industry (37.4% of the total
forestry industry contribution to the gross regional product in Central Victoria in 20082009), followed by the Ballarat LGA (21.1%) and the Colac Otway LGA (20.8%). This
illustrates the importance to the forestry industry in the region of the wood processing
industries at Geelong and Colac.
Wood product manufacturing was the dominant regional activity, contributing 83% of the
gross regional product contributed by the forestry industry in Central Victoria in 20082009, followed forestry primary production (13%) and pulp and paper product
manufacturing (4%).
Comparing the relative importance of the agriculture, forestry and tourism in 2008-2009 to
the Central Victoria regional economy revealed the value of output was $3663 million for
agriculture, $336 million for forestry and $990 million for tourism. Comparing the relative
importance across LGAs in Central Victoria revealed agriculture was dominant in all
LGAs, tourism was more important than forestry industry in the Greater Geelong, Ballarat
and Surf Coast LGAs, and the forestry industry was more important than tourism in the
Colac Otway–Colac SLA.
The relative importance to the regional economy of the agriculture and forestry industries
and tourism in 2008-2009 across the LGAs in Central Victoria was as follows:
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Ballarat

Agriculture >>> Tourism >>> Forestry

Colac Otway

Agriculture >>> Tourism > Forestry

Colac Otway–Balance (SLA)

Agriculture >>> Tourism >> Forestry

Colac Otway–Colac (SLA)

Agriculture >>> Forestry >> Tourism

Corangamite

Agriculture >>> Tourism >>> Forestry

Golden Plains

Agriculture >>> Tourism  Forestry

Greater Geelong

Agriculture >>> Tourism >> Forestry

Hepburn

Agriculture > Tourism >>> Forestry

Macedon Ranges

Agriculture >>> Tourism > Forestry

Moorabool

Agriculture >>> Tourism  Forestry

Pyrenees

Agriculture >>> Tourism  Forestry

Surf Coast

Tourism  Agriculture >>> Forestry

For the Barwon and Central Highlands Statistical Divisions, the farm gate value of
agricultural production was estimated to be $1094 per hectare of farmland and $453 per
hectare of farmland respectively for the year ending 30 June 2007. The agriculture sector
includes a range of land uses, from broad-area livestock grazing to the more intensive
industries of dairying, vegetable production, viticulture and horticulture and accordingly,
the gross farm income per hectare would be expected to vary substantially depending on
the agricultural enterprise.
For the forestry industry, softwood plantations owned by the major grower in Central
Victoria generated an estimated ‘stumpage’ value – the closest equivalent in the forest
industry to the ‘farm gate’ value of agricultural production – of $571 per hectare of
plantation estate in Central Victoria in 2010-2011.
From these results, we conclude that softwood plantations in Central Victoria produce a
stumpage or ‘farm gate’ value of plantation products that 1) was more than the farm gate
value of agricultural commodities produced per hectare of farm land in the Central
Highlands Statistical Division, but 2) considerably less than the value of agricultural
commodities produced per hectare of farm land in the Barwon Statistical Division where
agriculture is more intensive.
Factors affecting the prospects of the forestry industry in Central Victoria

Softwood processors are very concerned about the long-term usage of structural timber in
the domestic housing given recent trends and government policies to slow down the
development of outer-suburban housing. New detached houses in outer suburban areas
traditionally use more timber than inner city multi-storey apartments and units. As with
growers, the concern of processors is whether the trend to increasing multi-storey
developments is a longer-term change in the nature of the housing market in Australia;
There have been substantial challenges for the forestry industry over the last decade and
most of the industry sectors have contracted or not expanded during that period. The
industry overall is now less resilient and faces a number of challenges to improve its
fortunes.
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Regional, national and international challenges have affected the industry. These include:


the continuation of drought for a number of years post-2003,



the global financial crisis that started in 2008,



the lack of investment in forestry managed investment schemes since 2008, and



reductions in the area of public native forest available for timber production.

The softwood plantation and sawmilling sectors are grappling with a ‘margin squeeze’
where unit profit margins are declining as a result declining real prices for products and
increasing costs for most input components. The hardwood plantation sector is suffering
from lack of investor confidence following the demise of managed investment schemes.
Profitability has been adversely impacted by falling chip prices and poor growth rates in
some cases. Plantation hardwood and softwood chip exports are suffering lower prices,
adverse impacts of a high AUD, and low overall demand in the case of softwood chips.
Native forest chip exports are no longer viable and have ceased accordingly as a result of
competition from higher quality and lower-cost chips from Asian suppliers. Softwood log
exports are prosperous currently even though they are in small volume.
Some opportunities for improving and/or expanding the Central Victoria forestry industry
are identified by way of:


new plantations,



expansion of the farm forestry sector,



improved outcomes for existing plantations,



new management regimes for hardwood plantations,



improved productivity and valued-added timber products,



reviewing the feasibility of domestic processing of wood fibre currently exported,



sustainable production from public native forests,



expansion of production from private native forests, and



early application of new advanced technologies for bio-fuels and bio-energy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

The forestry industry in Central Victoria

The forestry industry has a long history in Central Victoria. It has been important to the
regional economy as was demonstrated in studies of the social and economic aspects of
the industry conducted during the 1970s and 1980s as part of the deliberations of the Land
Conservation Council (e.g. LCC 1976) and in the late 1990s during the development of
Regional Forest Agreements (e.g. CVRFASC 1999).
A study conducted in 2003 found that the forestry industry – comprising the softwood
plantation industry, the hardwood plantation industry and the native forestry industry –
made a significant contribution to the economy of Central Victoria. The industry was
estimated to generate income of $466 million per annum, representing nearly 2% of the
region’s income (URS 2003).
In 2009, results from a state-wide assessment of employment in the forest industries
showed that 1685 people in the Barwon and Central Highlands Statistical Divisions2 were
employed in the forestry industries. This was equivalent to 19% of the workers employed
in the forestry industries in rural Victoria (Schirmer 2010).

1.2

The need to update knowledge of the forestry industry in Central Victoria

Since the socio-economic assessment of the forestry industry in Central Victoria
conducted in 2003 (URS 2003, the ‘benchmark study’), regional, national and
international factors have affected the industry. These include the continuation of drought
for a number of years post-2003, the global financial downturn that started in 2008, the
lack of investment in forestry managed investment schemes since 2008, and reductions in
the area of public native forest available for timber production.
These factors have led to significant structural changes in the past decade. Results from an
analysis of these changes should inform both government policy and regional planning in
support of the forestry industry in Central Victoria.

1.3

The study

The Department of Environment and Primary Industries (DEPI) contracted Trees Victoria
Incorporated (Trees Victoria)3 on 13 February 2013 to prepare an assessment of the socioeconomic impact of the forestry industry in Central Victoria. The consultant was to update
the information reported in the 2003 socio-economic study of the forestry industry in
Central Victoria published (URS 2003). In carrying out the study, the consultant focussed
on the main factors affecting the socio-economics of the forestry industry in Central

2

These two Statistical Divisions approximate the Central Victoria region defined for this study (see
Section 2.2).
3
Trees Victoria formed in 2009 as an industry group representing the Victorian private forestry sector. It
provides a state-wide forum to act collaboratively on issues related to growing trees, and to facilitate the
expansion and development of tree growing and carbon sequestration and the associated timber industry
in Victoria. Trees Victoria undertakes projects in partnership with stakeholders drawing on its expertise in
the forestry sector at State and national levels.
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Victoria, as was done for complementary studies of the socio-economics of the forestry
industry in Gippsland (Stewart et al. 2012a) and North East Victoria (Stewart et al.
2012b).

1.4

This report

To deliver the study, Trees Victoria formed a team (Dr Hugh Stewart, Hugh Stewart
Consulting; David Williams, David Williams Forestry Consulting; and Bernard Young,
Bernard Young & Associates Pty Ltd) to prepare a report that addressed the project brief.
The remainder of this report is structured as follows:


chapter two describes the methodology used;



chapter three presents findings about the extent of forest resources used for timber
production in Central Victoria using the results of a survey of forest growers in Central
Victoria conducted during this study;



chapter four describes the nature of the timber processing industry in Central Victoria
using the results of a survey of the timber processing industry in Central Victoria
conducted during this study, with an emphasis on the primary processing sector;



chapter five presents analyses of the social and economic impacts of the forestry
industry in Central Victoria, drawing on secondary data reported for the period 20062009, and includes a comparison of the regional economic impact of the agriculture and
forestry industries and tourism;



chapter six provides a synthesis of key factors affecting the current operations and
prospects of the forestry industry in Central Victoria; and



chapter seven presents the main findings from the study.
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Chapter 2

Methodology
2.1

Introduction

The approach to the research was to use multiple methods to collect data on the socioeconomics of the forestry industry in Central Victoria. The research methods were a
formal survey of the main forest growers and processors in Central Victoria, semistructured interviews with key players from the forestry industry in Central Victoria and
regional agencies and organisations (i.e. respondents), analysis of existing statistical data
to understand socio-economic trends in Central Victoria, and synthesis of published
studies and research relevant to the project. This approach replicated the methodology
used in recent studies of the socio-economics of the forestry industry in Gippsland
(Stewart et al. 2012a) and North East Victoria (Stewart et al. 2012b).

2.2

Defining Central Victoria

Central Victoria was defined as comprising the 11 municipalities or local government
areas (LGAs) of Ballarat, Colac Otway, Corangamite, Golden Plains, Greater Geelong,
Hepburn, Macedon Ranges, Moorabool, Queenscliffe, Surf Coast and Pyrenees (Figure
2.1). This study area includes the G21 region4 and most of the Central Highlands region
(the LGAs of Moorabool, Hepburn, Ballarat, Pyrenees, Ararat and the northern part of
Golden Plains) designated by the Department of Planning and Community Development.5
These LGAs lie in four Statistical Divisions (SD) under the Australian Standard Geographical Classification used by the Australian Bureau of Statistics to collect and
disseminate demographic and economic statistics. The LGAs of Colac Otway, Golden
Plains, Greater Geelong, Queenscliffe and Surf Coast make up the Barwon SD; the LGAS
of Ararat (outside the Central Victoria region), Ballarat, Hepburn, Moorabool and
Pyrenees make up the Central Highlands SD; the LGA of Corangamite is in the Western
District SD; and the LGA of Macedon Ranges is in the Loddon SD. Thus, when using
statistics collected at the spatial level of SD, we have used the SDs of Barwon and Central
Highlands to represent the Central Victoria region.
The benchmark study (URS 2003) covered the 11 municipalities in Central Victoria as
defined in the current study plus the municipalities of Melton, Hume and Wyndham. We
did not include these because they hold few forest resources and lie in yet another
Statistical Division (Melbourne).
In reporting and analysing results, reference is also made to other jurisdictions whose
spatial boundaries do not concord with Statistical Divisions (e.g. Forest Management
Areas, National Plantation Inventory regions).

4

The Geelong Region Alliance (G21) is the formal alliance of government, business and community
organisations across five member LGAs – Colac Otway, Golden Plains, Greater Geelong, Queenscliffe
and Surf Coast.
5
The G21 Regional growth Plan and the Central Highlands Regional Growth Plan are two of eight
regional growth plans being prepared across Victoria, to provide a broad direction for regional land use
and development as well as detailed planning frameworks for key regional centres. Source:
http://www.dpcd.vic.gov.au/planning/plansandpolicies/ruralandregionalplanning/regionalgrowthplans,
viewed 19 May 2013.
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2.3

Defining the forestry industry

In a recent study of the socio-economic characteristics of Victoria’s forestry industry
(Schirmer 2010), the industry was defined as ‘including all businesses and organisations
whose primary activities are dependent upon the growing, managing or processing of trees
for the purposes of wood and paper production’. This was consistent with the scope of an
industry used in the Australian standard for classifying industries – the Australia and New
Zealand Standard Industrial Classification (ANZSIC), which is used by the ABS.

Figure 2.1 Geographic extent of Central Victoria

Source: Consultant.

Schirmer (2010) observed, however, that when using the ANZSIC classification, the
number of workers reported in industries specifically dependent on wood and paper
production was lower than the actual number in the forestry industry, because some
workers were classified under other industries (e.g. transport). Thus, to ensure the study
incorporated a complete coverage of the people employed in Victoria’s forestry industry,
Schirmer (2010) surveyed forestry industry businesses directly in addition to analysing
ABS employment data classified using the ANZSIC classification.
Schirmer (2010) classified the different activities forming Victoria’s forestry industry into
four broad ‘sectors’:


the growing sector – concerned with growing and managing forests and plantations.
This study included all ‘industrial’ growers, defined as businesses and agencies that
manage forests and plantations and are structured as a business or corporation. It did
not include small non-industrial private forest growers. Data were collected from the
survey and the ABS (from the Census of Population and Housing);



the services to forestry sector – a diverse range of businesses that provide specialist
services to the industry, including harvest and haulage of timber, silvicultural activities,
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and roading, nursery, consulting, research, representation and regulatory services. Data
were collected primarily through the survey as the ABS collect data on only a small
proportion of the people involved in this sector;


the primary processing sector – the processing of harvested timber (roundwood) into
initial wood products such as rough sawn timber, woodchips and pulp. Data were
collected from the survey and the ABS, and



the secondary processing sector – the transformation of initial wood and paper products
into further processed wood and paper products (e.g. the transformation of pulp into
paper, or of rough sawn timber into mouldings or trusses). Data were collected from the
ABS only for this sector, as it was not feasible to identify and survey all the businesses
in this sector in the survey.

Schirmer (2010) observed that ‘the boundaries of ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ processing
were not always easy to distinguish, with a single business often vertically integrating
processing such that it produced both ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ products.’ Thus, Schirmer
(2010) classified businesses as ‘being primary processors if their activities involved taking
roundwood and processing it into wood and paper products, even where they also
undertook further processing of initial wood products on site.’ And, ‘secondary processors
were defined as those where the initial wood or paper product used had already been
substantially transformed from roundwood into further products.’

2.4

Data collection

Strategy

We adopted the above definition of the forestry. Thus, for the current, our strategy for data
collection (Table 2.1) was first to collect primary data for all sectors from interviews we
conducted, and primary data for the growing sector and the primary processing sector
from a survey we conducted of forestry industry businesses. We then collected and, in
some cases, further analysed secondary data (i.e. data already collected and published by
other researchers and organisations) to provide further information about each of the four
forestry industry sectors.

Table 2.1 Data collection strategy for the study of the forestry industry in Central
Victoria
Growing sector

Services to forestry
sector

Growing and
managing native
forests and
plantations

Primary data collected
from a survey of forest
growers during this
study and from
interviews we
conducted.
Secondary data also
collected and analysed.

Primary
processing sector

Secondary
processing sector

Harvest & haulage of
timber, silvicultural
activities, roading,
nursery, research,
regulatory services

Processing of
harvested logs into
initial wood products
such as sawn timber,
woodchips and pulp

Transformation of
initial wood and pulp
products into further
processed wood and
paper and packaging
products

Primary data collected
from interviews we
conducted.

Primary data collected
from a survey of
processors during this
study and interviews
we conducted.

Secondary
used.

data

also

Primary data (small
amount) collected from
interviews we conducted.
Secondary data also
collected and analysed

Secondary data also
collected and analysed.
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Surveys of the forestry industry in Central Victoria

We prepared an inventory of growers and primary processors from various industry
sources together with our extensive knowledge of the forestry industry in Central Victoria.
We then designed and distributed a grower survey, a sawmill survey, and an export sawlog
and chip survey to businesses we had identified. Examples are provided at Appendix A.
From these surveys, we collected information for 2011-2012 about forest resources,
harvest volumes, proceeds from log sales, wood destinations, log intake by primary
processors, processed volumes, and values of timber products along the forest products
value chain.
Interviews with key players in the forestry industry

Statistical data alone does not provide an understanding of the drivers of socio-economic
change in the forestry industry. We therefore cross-referenced the statistical information
from our surveys and secondary sources with qualitative data. We collected this from indepth, semi-structured interviews with key players in the forestry industry in Central
Victoria and regional agencies and organisations.
A total of 26 respondents were interviewed during 22 February to 30 April 2013.
Interviews were face-to-face or were conducted by telephone. Prior to an interview, each
respondent was sent a letter explaining the study and the themes to be discussed at the
interview, drawn from an interview guide prepared for each stakeholder group – forest
grower, primary processor, forestry industry group, forestry service provider, local
government, catchment management authority or water authority, tourism industry, and
State government agency. An example of an interview guide used in collecting the
information is provided at Appendix B.
A list of the businesses, organisations and agencies that provided information for the
study, either through the return of a survey form or through an interview or both, is
provided at Appendix C.
Document review

The primary data was supplemented by a desk-top review of literature including key
Government policies, and Government and industry strategies. Documents reviewed are
shown in references at the end of the report.

2.5

Consultation

A consultative forum with stakeholders was conducted on 31 May 2013. The forum
commenced with a presentation to stakeholders of findings from the study, followed by
discussion on key issues identified by the Consultant and the stakeholders.
A draft report and preliminary findings were presented to respondents and to DEPI for
review. Comments from reviewers were incorporated into this report.
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Chapter 3

Forest resources in Central Victoria
3.1

Introduction

This chapter presents findings about the extent of forest resources used for timber
production in Central Victoria and the main changes in these resources since 2003.

3.2

Forest types in Central Victoria

Central Victoria has substantial areas of forest. The main forest types are native forests on
public and private land, and private softwood and hardwood plantations (Figure 3.1).
Approximately 26% of the region is forested, but only a small proportion (less than 15%)
of the region’s forests are managed for timber production (Crawford et al. 2011, p. 46).

Figure 3.1 Forest types in Central Victoria

LEGEND
Softwood
plantation
Hardwood
plantation
Parks & reserves
State forest
Private native forest

Source: Crawford et al. (2011, p. 47). Note: The region is Central Victoria as efined for this study plus
the local government area of Mount Alexander.

3.3

Main forest growers in Central Victoria

Surveys (Appendix A) sent to the main forest growers in Central Victoria. Information
from the surveys was cross-referenced with published information in preparing estimates
of the forest resources in Central Victoria. Collectively, we estimated that we accounted
for more than 95% of the forests in Central Victoria managed for wood production. A
summary of the main forest growers in Central Victoria is provided in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Summary of the main forest growers in Central Victoria
Company / entity

Type of business

Forestry sector

Business in Central Victoria

Department of
Environment and
Primary Industries

Government agency

Native forests
on public land

Administers wood production in
Victoria’s public native forests

AKD Softwoods

Integrated forestry company Softwood
(grower, manager &
plantations
processor)

Develops new plantations on
purchased land, manages
existing estate

Central Highlands
Water

Regional water corporation

Softwood
plantations

Manages forests for catchment
protection & plantations for
catchment protection and wood
production

Hancock Victorian
Plantations Pty Ltd

Timber Investment
Management Organisation

Softwood
plantations

Manages forestry assets for
investors (e.g. pension funds)

Midway Ltd

Integrated forestry company Softwood &
(grower, manager &
hardwood
processor)
plantations

Developed new plantations on
purchased land, manages
existing estate

Manages investments in
Australian
Agribusiness Group agribusiness sector

Hardwood
plantations

Manages forestry assets for
investors

Australian Bluegum Forest management entity
Plantations Pty Ltd created by Global Forest
Partners

Hardwood
plantations

Manages forestry assets for
investors (e.g. pension funds)

East Victoria
Plantation Forest
Company

Joint venture between Oji
Hardwood
Paper, Nissho Iwai, Japan
plantations
Pulp & Paper Company and
Shogakukan

Developed new plantations on
purchased or leased land; have
quit these plantations

Macquarie Group

Forestry managed
investment schemes

Hardwood
plantations

Developed new plantations on
purchased land

Hardwood
plantations

Manages forestry assets and
associated environmental
markets for investors

New Forests Pty Ltd Timber Investment
Management Organisation

3.4

Plantation resources

Regional context

Across Australia, 15 National Plantation Inventory (NPI) regions were created in 1997
(Appendix D). These regions – identified as best representing economic wood supply
zones – are used to report industrial plantation and farm forestry resources (Wood et al.
2001). Central Victoria as defined in this study is part of the Central Victoria NPI (or
plantation) region (Figure 3.2).6 We will present statistics on plantations in the Central
Victoria NPI region to provide a regional context for plantations in Central Victoria.
In 2010 there were 68 800 hectares of plantations in the Central Victoria NPI region, made
up of 31 700 hectares of softwood plantations and 37 200 hectares of hardwood
plantations (Gavran and Parsons 2011, p. 33). Both softwood and hardwood plantations
are widespread in the region (Figure 3.2).

6

The Central Victoria NPI region includes the following LGAs which are outside the Central Victoria
region defined for this study: Ararat, Hume, Melton, Mount Alexander, Wyndham, part-Horsham, partMoyne, part-Northern Grampians and part-Southern Grampians.
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Figure 3.2 Plantations in the Central Victoria NPI region, 2010

Source: Gavran and Parsons (2011, p. 32)

Nationally, the Central Victoria NPI region was one of the few national plantation regions
to have similar areas of hardwood and softwood plantations in 2010 (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3 Areas of plantations in plantation regions in Australia in 2010

Central Victoria

softwood

hardwood

Source: Gavran and Parsons (2011, p. 9).
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Statistics indicate that the area of plantations in Central Victoria NPI region increased by
7185 hectares during 2000-2005, and by 11 615 hectares during 2005-2010, giving a total
increase of 18 800 hectares in the decade (Table 3.2). By way of contrast, the area of
plantations in the adjacent Green Triangle NPI region (Appendix D) increased by 120 600
hectares in the decade 2000-2010 (Table 3.2).

Table 3.2 Area of plantations in the Central Victoria and Green Triangle National
Plantation Inventory (NPI) regions in 2000, 2005 and 2010 (hectares)
NPI region

Softwood

Central Victoria 2000

no data (n.d.)

Central Victoria 2005
Central Victoria 2010

Hardwood

Mixed, unknown
plantation, fallow

Total plantation
area

n.d.

n.d.

50 000

30 844

26 300

40

57 185

31 700

37 200

0

68 800

Change 2000-2010

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

18 800

Green Triangle 2000

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

224 000

Green Triangle 2005

166 650

130 145

2010

298 835

Green Triangle 2010

176 300

168 200

<1

344 600

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

120 600

Change 2000-2010

Source: National Plantation Inventory – BRS (2011), Gavran and Parsons (2011), Parsons et al. (2006).
Note: Green Triangle NPI region borders the west part of the Central Victoria NPI region (Appendix D).

Plantation resources in the Central Victoria region defined for this study

The National Plantation Inventory provides estimates of areas of plantations in LGAs as at
2000 and 2005.7 From this data, it was estimated that the total plantation area in Central
Victoria was 40 575 hectares in 2000 and 46 956 hectares in 2005. As at 2005, there were
26 633 hectares of softwoods (57% of the total plantation area) and 20 273 hectares of
hardwoods (43% of the total plantation area) (BRS 2011).
Using data from Table 3.2, it is estimated that the Central Victoria NPI region has
approximately 10 000 hectares of plantations outside Central Victoria as defined for this
study. On this basis, the area of plantations in Central Victoria in 2010 was estimated to be
approximately 58 800 hectares. Using data from Crawford et al. (2011) as a crossreference, plus information from surveys of forest growers conducted during this study,
the total area was estimated to comprise 27 700 hectares of softwoods and 31 100 hectares
of hardwoods.
In a state-wide context, the plantations in Central Victoria were 14% of Victoria’s
plantation estate of 431 000 hectares in 2010 (Gavran and Parsons 2011).
At a local government level in Central Victoria, in 2005 the Colac Otway shire had the
most plantations (25% of the total) followed by Pyrenees shire (22%), Golden Plains shire
(14%), Moorabool shire (11%), Corangamite shire (8%), Hepburn shire (7%), City of
Ballarat (5%), Macedon Ranges and Surf Coast shires (4%) and City of Greater Geelong
and Borough of Queenscliffe (<1%) (Figure 3.4).

7

http://adl.brs.gov.au/plant.html, viewed 6 May 2013.
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In the period 2000-2005, most of the expansion of plantations in Central Victoria (6381
hectares, mainly hardwoods) occurred in the LGAs of Golden Plains (2495 hectares),
Corangamite (2078 hectares) and Pyrenees (1783 hectares) (BRS 2011).

Area of plantations at 2005 (ha)
(ha)(ha)Local government area

Figure 3.4 Area of plantations in local government areas in Central Victoria, 2005

12,000
10,000

Softwood

Hardwood

8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0

Local government area

Source: Consultant using data from BRS (2011).

The National Plantation Inventory does not report separate statistics for small-scale private
plantations (sometimes known as ‘farm forestry’). However, a survey organised by Central
Victoria Farm Plantations Inc.8 estimated that there were approximately 4000 hectares of
small-scale private plantations in Central Victoria in 2005. However, the survey only
captured data volunteered by growers, and therefore under-estimated the total size of the
farm forestry resources in the region (Stewart 2010, pp. 8-9).
Softwood plantation resource

By inference from Gavran and Parsons (2011, p. 33), the softwood resource in Central
Victoria is almost all (99%) radiata pine (Pinus radiata). Within Central Victoria, the
dominant softwood grower is Hancock Victorian Plantations Pty Ltd (HVP). Its
productive plantation area in Central Victoria in 2009 was 16 703 hectares (HVP 2010)
and had increased slightly by 2012. Other main growers are AKD Softwoods with 6000
hectares as at 2008 (Harris 2008), Midway Ltd (Midway) and Central Highlands Water
(Figure 3.5).
The total area of radiata pine in Central Victoria has decreased slightly since 2005; the
principal reason for this change has been the replanting of radiata pine plantation sites
with hardwoods, mainly blue gum (Eucalyptus globulus) (Crawford et al. 2011).
The planting history of softwoods in the Central Victoria NPI region (Figure 3.6) shows
that in the period 1976-2010, the area established in each five-year planting period ranged
from 2200 to 5300 hectares. Given that the final harvest for radiata pine plantations is
typically at 30 years, the structure of the estate would allow a consistent annual harvest of
8

A regional plantation committee that was based in Ballarat and operated from 1998 to 2009.
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logs in the future. A similar distribution of age-classes would be expected in the softwood
plantation estate in Central Victoria.

Figure 3.5 Ownership of softwood plantations in Central Victoria

HVP Plantations
AKD Softwoods
Midway Ltd
Central Highlands Water
Other

Source: Crawford (2009, p. 7).

Area established in planting period

Figure 3.6 Planting history (i.e. age-class) of plantations in the Central Victoria
National Plantation Inventory (NPI) region as at 2010
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Source: Consultant using data from Gavran and Parsons (2011, p. 33).

Most softwood plantations in Central Victoria are within 150 kilometres of the major
softwood processing facility for sawlogs located at Colac.
In 2002, AKD Softwoods took a long term strategic decision to invest directly in the
expansion of the softwood plantation estate within its supply area in Central Victoria.
Starting with the first planting in 2003 on land purchased south of Ballarat, the company
had established 2000 hectares of radiate pine up until 2008 and intended to continue the
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program. The company estimated that between 2003-2008, it was responsible for nearly
80% of the new softwood plantations established in Victoria (Harris 2008).
Apart from AKD Softwoods, there has been little expansion of softwood plantations in
Central Victoria during the past decade. Two factors at play are 1) the relative
unattractiveness of Central Victoria compared to other plantation regions in Australia for
operators of managed investment schemes for radiata pine, and 2) competition for land by
operators of managed investment schemes for blue gum plantation. Furthermore, the
establishment of new areas of softwood plantations, particularly south of Ballarat, has
been offset to some extent by the replacement of softwoods by hardwoods in harvested
plantations, especially in the Otways (Crawford et al. 2011). These matters are discussed
later in this section and in section 6.2.
Current operations

Softwood plantations in the region are managed to produce high quality sawlogs over a
rotation length of approximately 30 years. Management regimes typically have two or
three commercial thinning events, depending on such factors as site conditions, proximity
to markets and prices for pulplogs, followed by final harvesting. At the first thinning
(typically at age 13-16 years) the main product is pulplogs. Subsequent thinnings provide
an increasing percentage of small-sized and medium-sized sawlogs. Large-sized sawlogs
typically are not produced until the final harvest, which will generally comprise 60-70%
sawlogs with the remainder pulpwood.
Typical site productivity for radiata pine within Central Victoria ranges from about 12
m3ha-1yr-1 in areas with low rainfall and shallow soils to about 28 m3ha-1yr-1 on the sites
with the highest rainfall (Crawford et al. 2011).
Log production from softwood plantations in Central Victoria has been relatively stable
over recent years, and haulage routes are generally well established.
Hardwood plantation resource

The area of hardwood plantations in Central Victoria has increased significantly in the past
decade. The 12 725 hectares of hardwood plantations in 2000 had increased to 20 273
hectares by 2005 (BRS 2011) and to 31 100 hectares by 2010 (estimated in this study).
However, since between 2009-2013, the East Victoria Plantation Forest Company of
Australia Pty Ltd (EPFL) has quit approximately 2500 hectares of blue gum plantations in
the region (section 3.5). This change is unlikely to have been captured in the available
plantation statistics, but neither would the statistics captured areas of farm forests planted
in recent years. On balance, the current area of hardwood plantations is likely to be
approximately 29 000 hectares.
Ownership and management of hardwood plantations is more diversified and complex
than for softwood plantations. The main growers are Macquarie group, Midway,
Australian Agribusiness Group, Australian Bluegum Plantations Pty Ltd (Australian
Bluegum Plantations) and New Forests Pty Ltd (New Forests). Midway is the manager of
plantations for the Macquarie Group, while PF Olsen (Australia) Pty Ltd is the manager of
plantations owned by New Forests.
These plantations are widely dispersed throughout the region, and most (approximately
80-85%) are blue gum. The 2500 hectares of shining gum (Eucalyptus nitens) (Gavran and
Parsons 2011, p. 33) is concentrated on sites in the Otways. Although establishment has
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occurred primarily through the conversion of pastured farmland in traditional agricultural
areas, considerable areas have also been established on ex-softwood plantation sites
following harvest (Crawford et al. 2011). These latter sites were part of the softwood
plantation estates that Midway purchased from the Smorgan and Victree forestry
companies in the mid-to-late 1990s.
There is a small, but increasing industry in the processing of sawlogs from hardwood
plantations. For example, there are over 1000 hectares of sugar gum (E. cladocalyx)
plantations within the region, some of which are managed for sawlog production
(Crawford et al. 2011).
The planting history of hardwood plantations in the Central Victoria NPI region (Figure
3.6) illustrate the relatively high rate of planting compared to softwoods in the past
decade, with a peak of planting during the period 2001-2005. The Macquarie Group
established significant areas of hardwood plantations in the region during 2003-2007
under its managed investment schemes, in such localities as the Otways, Ballarat, Beaufort
and the Heytesbury (AAG 2011). Environinvest Ltd9 established almost 9800 hectares of
blue gum plantations between 1999 and 2007 with a peak period of planting from 19992002; nearly all were in Central Victoria with most in the Beaufort locality.10 Expansion of
blue gum plantations in Central Victoria essentially halted in 2008-2009.
Current operations

Approximately 95% of the region’s hardwood plantations are managed solely for the
production of pulplogs, with the remaining 5% being multi-species farm forests managed
for sawlogs and other products.11 Hardwood plantations for production of pulplogs are
typically managed over a 10-12 year production cycle, with site productivities ranging
from <10 m3ha-1yr-1 in areas with low rainfall and shallow soils to around 27-30 m3ha-1yr-1
on the best sites. Management is relatively straightforward: new plantations are
established through the planting of seedlings, tending is normally limited to weed control
in the first one to two years, plantations are not thinned prior to harvest, and there is no
pruning of trees (Crawford et al. 2011).
Blue gum plantations are re-established after harvest by ‘coppicing’ or by replanting.
Coppicing is the system of allowing stumps to produce epicormic shoots (coppice), which
is subsequently thinned to leave the desired number of coppice stems.
Many of the region’s hardwood plantations established since 2000 are either ready for
harvesting or approaching harvestable age. For plantations established on farmland, timber
harvesting and log transport – activities which may not have occurred in many localities
where cropping and grazing are the predominant agricultural activity – will create new
demands on transport infrastructure (Crawford et al. 2011).

9

Receivers and managers appointed, in liquidation. Source: http://www.kordamentha.com/creditorinformation/australia/43, viewed 7 May 2013.
10
http://kordamentha.com/docs/australia_43_environinvest/expert-report---affidavit-of-andrewdickinson-17.pdf, viewed 5 May 2013.
11
Based on data for the Central Victoria NPI region – Parsons, Frakes and Gavran (2007, p.37).
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3.5

Changes to the ownership and management of plantations since 2003

Softwoods

Since 2003, the ownership and management of softwood plantations in Central Victoria
has been stable. The main growers of softwoods – AKD Softwoods, Central Highlands
Water, HVP and Midway – have continued to manage their plantations for the production
of sawlogs, preservation logs and pulplogs.
Hardwoods

In contrast to softwood resources, there have been many changes in the ownership and
management of hardwood plantations since 2003. In 2001-2002, the ownership of
hardwood plantations by area was:


Environinvest Ltd (Environinvest) 37%,



Midway 31%,



farm forestry plantations 16%,



East Victoria Plantation Forest Company of Australia Pty Ltd (EPFL) 5%,



DSE 4%,



Yates Forestry 3%,



Timbercorp 2%, and



other 2% (URS 2003, p. 27).

The companies Environinvest, Timbercorp and Yates Forestry operated managed
investment schemes (MIS).
In 2012, the main owners of hardwood plantations were:


Australian Agribusiness Group (acquired some of the Environinvest plantations),



Macquarie Group,



Midway,



farm forestry plantations,



Australian Bluegum Plantations (acquired the Timbercorp plantations),



New Forests (acquired the Great Southern Plantations forestry assets), and



DEPI.

During this period, hardwood plantations were also owned at some stage by other forestry
companies who operated managed investment schemes – Integrated Tree Cropping and
Elders. The main driver of these changes in ownership and management of hardwood
plantations was the rapid growth followed by corporate failure of many managed
investment schemes (MIS). The placement into administration during April-May of 2009
of two of the largest operators of such schemes – Great Southern Plantations and
Timbercorp – led to significant losses for retail investors in those companies and triggered
a parliamentary committee inquiry into the MIS industry (Brown et al. 2010). Both the
aforementioned companies had forestry assets in Central Victoria, as did Environinvest
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Ltd, which is in liquidation. 12 On the other hand, the Macquarie Group continues to
operate the MIS plantations it developed in the region during 2003-2007.
In the latter part of the decade 2003-2012, there has been administration, liquidation,
mergers and acquisitions of managed investment schemes that controlled forestry assets in
Central Victoria. The new ownership and management arrangements are complex (e.g.
Box 3.1), heralding a new era in the rationalisation and control of plantation forestry
assets, including some of those located in Central Victoria.

Box 3.1 Examples of changes in the ownership and management of hardwood
plantations in southern Australia (including some located in Central Victoria)
during 2002-2012
AIMCo and New Forests Complete Acquisition of Forestry Properties of Great Southern Plantations
28 January 2011
‘Alberta Investment Management Corporation (AIMCo) is pleased to announce that it has agreed on
behalf of its clients to acquire, together with partner Australia New Zealand Forest Fund (ANZFF), the
timberland assets of Great Southern Plantations (GSP) for a total purchase price of AU$415 million.
The assets are being acquired out of receivership and represent a diversified rural land portfolio
encompassing over 2,500 square kilometres in prime forestry and agricultural regions across six
Australian states. By area, this transaction represents the largest private forestry estate transaction in
Australia to date.
New Forests Pty Limited, a Sydney-based timber investment management firm specializing in
sustainable forestry investments, will manage the estate on behalf of AIMCo and ANZFF.
AIMCo
CEO Leo de Bever said, "AIMCo wants to capitalize on growing world demand for timber and
agricultural products. We are delighted to be part of this extraordinary opportunity to assist in the
development of these Australian assets, at an attractive return to AIMCo's clients."
David Brand,
Managing Director of New Forests, commented, "This transaction is indicative of the trend to move
towards institutional ownership of Australia's plantation forestry estate, which will allow the industry
to consolidate and become internationally competitive. As a local investment manager specialized in
timberland management, New Forests has the expertise and capacity to manage this diverse and
valuable forestry estate on a sustainable and commercial basis."
GSP was placed into administration and receivership in May 2009 after the downturn of the Managed
Investment Scheme (MIS) industry during the global financial crisis. Most of the plantations on the
land will continue to be managed by third parties on behalf of the MIS investors, and those schemes are
continuing. AIMCo and New Forests expect that the GSP timberland assets will evolve into a highquality institutional estate as the MIS projects are completed, encompassing timber plantations and
mixed agricultural land uses.’
FSC Certification Evaluation of PF Olsen (Aus) Pty Ltd’s Group Certification Scheme
10 September 2012
‘PF Olsen (Aus) Pty Ltd is seeking Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) endorsed certification for their
group forest management operations. The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is a non-profit
organization devoted to encouraging the responsible management of the world’s forests. FSC sets
standards that ensure forestry is practiced in an environmentally responsible, socially beneficial, and
economically viable way. The area under evaluation includes PF Olsen’s Group Certification Scheme,
consisting of 8 FMUs throughout Australia, totaling about 20,000 ha.
PF Olsen is an independent forest management services provider acting for clients throughout
Australia. PF Olsen (Australia) Ltd has also been engaged by the Trust Company (Australia) Ltd, to act
as its agent and manage the land and forests estates owned by the Forestry Investment Trust (FIT) and
the Australian and New Zealand Forestry Investment Fund (ANZFIF). The forest estate is located
across Western Australia, Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia and Tasmania.’
Source: NF (2013), SCS (2012).

12

http://kordamentha.com/creditor-information/australia/43, viewed 7 May 2013.
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There have been changes to the ownership and management of some of the smaller private
plantations developed with direct investment by a joint venture of Japanese companies. In
this case, the East Victoria Plantation Forest Company of Australia Pty Ltd (EPFL) closed
its program for the development of blue gum plantations in North East Victoria and
Central Victoria. EPFL was a joint venture between the companies Oji Paper, Nissho Iwai,
Japan Pulp and Paper Company and Shogakukan. Established in 1999, the company
planned to develop 1000 hectares per year for ten years in North East Victoria, within
about 150 kilometres of Melbourne, and export woodchips via the Port of Melbourne.
After establishing plantations in that region in 1999 and 2000 it was decided that exporting
via the Port of Geelong was preferable and the centre of operations was moved to Ballarat,
in Central Victoria. About 2500 hectares of blue gum plantations were established in the
region up until 2003, mostly on leased land with some freehold properties. However,
EPFL has quit its investments – plantations were harvested during 2009-2013, lease
agreements have been terminated and freehold properties sold with stumps remaining in
the harvested area or with rehabilitated pasture.
These changes reflect a difficult operating environment for growers of hardwood
plantations managed for pulplogs in Central Victoria since 2003. Given the current parlous
state of markets for hardwood chips (chapter six), it is likely that the nature of these
resources and the management intentions of growers will change in the future.

3.6

Native forest resources

Resource description

There are approximately 321 000 hectares of public forest in Central Victoria 13 ,
comprising parks and reserves, State forests (including forest parks), and other public land.
The Department of Environment and Primary Industries (DEPI) manages these forests.
The forests fall within two administrative Forest Management Areas (FMAs) – Midlands
FMA and Otway FMA (Crawford 2009, p. 9).
Wood production on public land is an approved management activity only in certain areas
of State forests and forest park, in accordance with approved management plans. A
description of the statewide context for the management of native forests on public land is
provided at Appendix F.
Since the cessation of timber production from State forests in the Otway FMA in 2008,
only minor product harvesting (e.g. domestic and commercial firewood, and tea-tree
collection) is authorised in these forests. In the Midlands FMA, timber production is still
an authorised activity on State forests under the current Midlands Forest Management
Plan.
In addition to public native forest, there is approximately 140 000 hectares of private
native forest in the region that are widely dispersed and generally in small holdings
(Crawford 2009, p. 10). Little is known of the condition or standing volumes of timber in
these forests, or the management intent of the forest owners. Although the extent of these
forests suggests that they may provide a substantial future resource for timber production,

13

‘Central Victoria’ as defined by Crawford (2009) included all the LGAs in Central Victoria as defined
for the current study, plus the LGAs of Melton, Hume and Wyndham. Because the latter three LGAs,
which are located between Geelong and Melbourne, have few native forest resources (Fig. F3, Appendix
F), the statistics for native forests presented by Crawford (2009) are a close approximation to the native
forest resources in Central Victoria as defined for this study.
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the widespread closure of sawmills designed to process native forest sawlogs, following
the withdrawal of public native forests from timber production, significantly limits the
market opportunities for timber from these forests (Crawford et al. 2011).
Current operations
Wood Utilisation Plans

DEPI has prepared a Wood Utilisation Plan (WUP) for the Midlands FMA, indicating
areas for sawlog, firewood and minor forest produce production for the period 2011-2012
to 2013-2014. The three-year WUP is a works plan for firewood production (domestic and
commercial cutters) and chop logs for the Midlands District as well as firewood, minor
produce and sawlog for the Murray Goldfields District. The WUP includes sites located in
State forest and Regional Park within the Midlands FMA. The annual supply of products
for the period of the WUP is detailed in Appendix F. In addition, DEPI plans to provide an
annual supply of domestic firewood and minor produce resources to support the needs of
local communities
Similarly, DEPI has prepared a WUP for the Otway FMA indicating areas for firewood
and minor forest produce production for the period 2011-2012 to 2013-2014. The WUP
includes sites located in Forest Park within the Otway FMA. Details are provided at
Appendix F.
Trial at Mount Cole

The Victorian Government announced in December 2012 that it would allow limited
commercial timber harvesting in the Mount Cole and Pyrenees Ranges State forest for the
first time since 2004. This announcement was made in response to a proposal from the
local community – ‘The Friends of Mount Cole’ community group, the Pyrenees Shire
Council and Pyrenees Timber.
The re-entry to harvesting at Mount Cole would be limited to salvage and silvicultural
harvesting. The local sawmill Pyrenees Timber will take up a one-year licence for the
removal of 600 cubic metres of storm-affected timber.
Although the timber license is for one year only, DEPI will assess the capacity of Mount
Cole State forest to sustainably supply timber in future years.14

3.7

Government-funded forestry partnerships

State and national agency stakeholder views of outcomes of partnerships

Since 2003, the Victorian and Commonwealth governments have actively supported the
development of farm forestry in Victoria as a means of providing additional forest
resources together with environmental benefits. Government programs supporting farm
forestry in Central Victoria include (URS 2007):


14

Sawlogs for salinity – a trial program from 2005-2008 that encouraged investment in
large-scale plantations on land that would provide the most benefits in terms of salinity
mitigation. The project sought tenders to plant trees on private land. Stage 1 of this trial
was confined to a small area in Gippsland, whereas Stage 2 was confined to the

http://www.peterwalsh.org.au/_blog/Media_Releases, viewed 8 May 2013.
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Corangamite Catchment Management Authority region that covers most of Central
Victoria. Progress with the trial is provided at Appendix G;


Plantations for greenhouse project – this project, from 2002-2005, supported
landowners in growing plantations for carbon sequestration in conjunction with
economic and environmental benefits. The project resulted in 1400 hectares of
plantations managed for the production of sawlogs. Under this project landowners
retained the rights to 80% of the carbon stored in their trees. Some of the plantations
were established in Central Victoria;



Grow west project – this large project was being implemented over about 50 000
hectares in the Bacchus Marsh/Ballan areas of Central Victoria. It aimed to address
land degradation issues by working with landowners and communities and attracting
funding from a range of sources to deliver landscape change projects. These include the
management of native vegetation for economic, social and environmental benefits;



West RFA sawlog farming project – this project, which started in 2002, facilitated the
growing and management of native hardwoods on previously cleared agricultural land
for sawlog production. It aimed to demonstrate the economic, social and environmental
benefits of private forestry, supply a future sawlog resource to complement that
available from publicly owned State forests, and support the forest product industries of
Western Victoria.

The Victorian Government had initiated the West RFA sawlog farming project and the
Plantations for Greenhouse project prior to 2005. An informant from a government
department who had management roles in the projects said that although the Victorian
Government had endeavoured to assist growers to develop private forestry with grants and
programs that typically provided 50% of the establishment cost, there had been little
impact on regional farm forestry expansion. The informant said that a common theme was
that when government funding ceased, there was little uptake of the project concept, and
the lack of uptake was the reason for the policy shift in 2005 by the Department of
Primary Industries to promote industrial forestry rather than farm forestry (Stewart 2009a).
The rationale for the ‘sawlogs for salinity’ pilot project for 2005 to 2008 was that
expansion of large-scale forestry on private land would benefit rural communities and the
environment, particularly though salinity mitigation. A tender process developed for the
auctioning of nature conservation contracts in Victoria (Stoneham et al. 2003) was adapted
for private forestry to allocate the government funds to private landowners in the project.
In theory, auctioning contracts for provision of environmental services offers many
advantages over voluntary approaches and fixed-price policy mechanisms, including
creating the supply side of the market, discovery of prices and revelation of previously
hidden information from the responsible agency and landowners (Stoneham et al. 2003).
Statistics on the actual areas established in Central Victoria under these projects are not
readily available.

3.8

Forest management certification

Since 2003, forest growers in Central Victoria have significantly improved the
environmental credentials of the forestry industry by attaining certification for forest
management under internationally recognised accreditation schemes. The schemes are
transparent and require third-party accreditation by the certifying bodies to conduct the
assessments and audits against the standards of the schemes.
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Australian Forest Certification Scheme

Australian Forest Standard Limited (AFSL) develops the standards for Australia’s only
national forest certification scheme – the Australian Forest Certification Scheme (AFCS).
Under the AFCS, the Australian Forestry Standard for Sustainable Forest Management
(AS 4708-2007) has been used to certify more than 10.1 million hectares of native forests
and plantations across Australia, representing more than 90% of Australia’s large public
and private native forests (managed for timber production) and plantation estates. This is
Australia’s only national forest management standard for native forest and plantations, and
is recognised and published as an Australian Standard (AS) with the designation as an AS
accorded by Standards Australia. Internationally, the Programme for Endorsement of
Forest Certification (PEFC), the world’s biggest assessor of sustainable forest
management, endorses the standard. 15
The AFCS provides a basis for voluntary and independent certification of production
forests. Forestry organisations achieve forest management certification through
independent, third-party Australian or international certification bodies. By becoming
certified under AFCS, an organisation can make the claim that in the domestic market they
‘support the sustainable management of Australian forests, promote Australian produced
and made products and support the work force in Australia’.16
The main growers operating in Central Victoria – HVP and Midway – have achieved
certification for forest management under the AFCS. Details can be viewed in the ‘AFS
Sustainable Forest Management Certification Register’ at the website of the Australian
Standard for Sustainable Forest Management. Midway has also achieved chain of custody
certification, meaning they are able to produce AFS and/or PEFC certified wood or wood
products. Under this certification, they have put in place a system to ensure traceability of
certified products. 17
Forest Stewardship Council

In Australia, FSC Australia promotes the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), an
international non-profit organisation. FSC provides another option for certification by
setting standards against which forest management is certified by independent FSCaccredited certification bodies.
In Australia, at the end of 2011, there were 11 forest management certificates in Australia
representing a total certified area of 662 447 hectares, mostly plantations (RFMA 2012).
Some of these forests are certified under both the AFCS and FSC (Stewart and Young
2010).
HVP was the first forestry company in Australia to be awarded certification of its
operations by FSC, receiving FSC certification in February 2004. An annual audit is a
condition of the certification contract. HVP’s forest stewardship plan, which includes the
relevant FSC principles, is available to the public.18 Other companies operating in Central
Victoria with FSC certification for forest management are Australian Bluegum
Plantations, New Forests and PF Olsen (Australia).

15

http://www.forestrystandard.org.au/, viewed 5 May 2013.
Ibid.
17
http://www.forestrystandard.org.au/find-certified/certified-forest-managers, viewed 5 May 2013.
18
http://www.hvp.com.au/forest-management, viewed 2 March 2012.
16
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Programme for the Endorsement for Forest Certification

The Programme for the Endorsement for Forest Certification (PEFC) is an international
non-profit, non-governmental organisation that promotes sustainable forest management
through independent third-party certification. It is the world's largest forest certification
system.19 As noted above, the Australian Forestry Standard has mutual recognition by the
PEFC.
Midway has forests certified under the PEFC system. Details can be viewed at the website
of the PEFC.20

3.9

Impacts of fires

Victoria, a region that has a very high fire risk, has experienced extensive bushfires, most
recently in 2003, 2006, 2007 and 2009. The bushfires in 2009, the most devastating in
Victoria’s history, resulted in a catastrophic loss of life and public and private property
(VBRC 2009). Together, these bushfires burnt 3.1 million hectares of land, mostly in
eastern Victoria.
The bushfires significantly reduced the volumes of timber available to industry in the
native forests on public land and plantations in Gippsland and North East Victoria. For
example, the fires burnt up to 25 000 hectares of ash species and 25 000 hectares of mixed
species forest in State forest areas which were available for timber production (Stewart et
al. 2012b), and 16 600 hectares of HVP plantations across Victoria (mainly in Gippsland
and North East Victoria) were burnt in the 2009 bushfires (Tonkin 2010). The size of the
area of plantations burnt was unprecedented in Victoria – the previously recorded largest
area burnt was 4000 hectares in the 1939 bushfires (Stewart 2009b).
During this decade of severe bushfires, the forest resources of Central Victoria have been
relatively unscathed. A fire at Scarsdale caused the single biggest loss in 2006, burning
1135 hectares of plantation owned by HVP. The company has replanted the burnt areas.

19
20

http://www.forestrystandard.org.au/standards/international-standards-pefc, viewed 7 May 2013.
http://www.pefc.org/standards/overview, viewed 7 May 2013.
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Chapter 4

The timber processing industry in Central Victoria
4.1

Introduction

This chapter describes the nature of the timber processing industry in Central Victoria,
with an emphasis on the primary processing sector. It begins with an overview of the
production chain and the major processors in the forestry industry in Central Victoria. This
is followed by the results of a survey of the forest growers and the timber processing
industry in Central Victoria, which provided information for 2011-2012 about the volume
of logs supplied to processors, the mill gate value of logs supplied, the amount of wood
processed by mills in Central Victoria and the types of products produced. The chapter
then discusses chain of custody certification of wood products and concludes by reviewing
the outlook for log supply from native forests and plantations in Central Victoria.

4.2

Production chain

Overview of industry structure

The forestry industry in Central Victoria draws softwood sawlogs, preservation logs and
pulplogs from private industrial plantations. Small volumes of hardwood sawlogs are
drawn from native forests on public and private land. Small-scale plantations owned by
private growers supply small volumes of softwood and hardwood sawlogs. Softwood
sawlogs are processed in mills in Central Victoria. Softwood sawlogs and chips and
hardwood chips are exported for processing overseas. Hardwood sawlogs are processed in
mills in the region, and one mill carries out secondary processing of sawn hardwood
timber sourced from outside the region. Finally, firewood and other minor forest products
are supplied from native forests on public land.
Hardwood and softwood timbers have different properties and serve different product
markets:


softwoods processed in the region provide a light coloured soft timber for house
construction and other buildings and lower-grade furniture. They are also used to
produce timber (e.g. posts) treated with preservative; and



hardwood sawn timber is primarily used for structural purposes, cabinet and kitchen fit
outs, flooring, decking, windows, mouldings, stairs, doors, decorative applications and
other value-added products in niche markets. Minor uses of hardwoods are biomass
products for firewood and energy.

Thus, the timber products from Central Victoria are finished wood products, appearance
grade timber, structural grade timber, unseasoned timber products, treated timber (sawn
and in the round), sawlogs for export, chips for export, firewood and chips for energy.
The production chain (Figure 4.1) shows the forestry industry in Central Victoria is built
on the processing of softwood logs from private plantations. The main supplier of
softwood logs (HVP) and the main processor of softwood logs (AKD Softwoods) dominate
this segment of the forestry industry. Central Highlands Timber and Ballarat Timber
Processors, both at Ballarat, operate the other softwood sawmills in the region. These mills
have a small log intake relative to the log intake by AKD Softwoods.
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Figure 4.1 Production chain for the forestry industry in Central Victoria

!

!
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After decades of operations, export of native forest chips ceased towards the end of the decade 2003-2012.
The hardwood sawmilling sector utilising logs from public native forests ceased during the decade 2003-2012.
The current hardwood sawmilling industry (which utilises logs from private native forests and farm forests) is
negligible in scale compared with the softwood sawmilling industry.

Source: Consultant.

There are two hardwood sawmills in the region (Pyrenees Timber Pty Ltd at Beaufort and a
mill at Lismore), and another just outside the region at Talbot that process logs sourced from
Central Victoria. In addition some portable mills operate in the region in a full-time or parttime capacity.
Two mills within the region – Calco Pty Ltd at Colac and Forrest Timber Products Pty Ltd at
Birregurra – carry out secondary processing of hardwood timbers. In the case of the latter
company, the hardwood boards are imported from interstate. There are two companies within
the region exporting chips (Midway Ltd and SPE), one company outside the region exporting
logs (Proway Enterprises Pty Ltd) (Table 4.1).
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Table 4.1 Overview of the main processors and exporters of forest products from
Central Victoria
Industry segment

Company

Location

Softwood sawmilling

AKD Softwoods
Ballarat Timber Processors Pty Ltd
Central Highlands Timbers

Colac
Ballarat
Ballarat

Hardwood sawmilling

Pyrenees Timber Pty Ltd
Talbot Timbers

Beaufort
Talbot (outside region)

Chips

Midway Ltd
SPE (Management) Pty Ltd

Geelong
Geelong

Timber preservation

Barry McVilly Pty Ltd
Shelton Timber Treatment Pty Ltd

Terang
Colac

Log exports

Proway Enterprises Pty Ltd

Melbourne (outside region)

Secondary processing

Calco Pty Ltd
Forrest Timber Products Pty Ltd

Colac
Birregurra

In addition to these main processors, there is the Victorian Timber Industry Training
Centre located at Creswick. This facility processes small volumes of logs for the purposes
of training operators in timber processing.
The industry is relatively limited and simple compared with other regions in Victoria, North
East Victoria and Gippsland. The smaller scale plantation estate, closing down of the public
native forest industry, and proximity to Geelong and Melbourne ports facilitating export
operations has worked against the development of expanded local processing of smaller or
lower quality sawlogs and pulp logs. Exporting logs not required by existing local sawmillers
has been preferred. Also exporting chips has provided better financial outcomes for fibre
owners than local processing until recently.
Industry segments
Softwood sawmilling

The region’s softwood sawmilling sector is comparatively small and therefore vulnerable.
The region’s softwood plantation base supplying the sawmilling sector represents just 3%
of the national softwood plantation estate and is less than 20% of the size of the adjoining
Green Triangle region’s softwood estate (Gavran and Parsons 2011). The sawmilling
sector in Central Victoria has experienced mixed successes over the last decade with the
largest producer, AKD, providing positive impetus while a negative was the closure of
Tasco’s sawmill at Lara. Ballarat Timber Processors and Central Highlands Timber
continue as small operations with viability and marketing challenges related to the
relatively small size compared to the AKD sawmill.
AKD is a fully integrated plantation forestry and timber processing company based in
Colac. It has a processing capacity of 500 000 cubic metres of softwood sawlog per year,
some of which is harvested from 7000 hectares of company owned and managed land,
with the remainder sourced from plantations in south west Victoria and South Australia.
AKD is the predominant processor in the region. It is the major customer for HVP that is
the predominant softwood plantation owner in Central Victoria. The limited available
sawlog volume from plantations within the region restricts the capacity for AKD to
expand using local log supply. Accordingly, the company’s expansion over the last decade
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has been based on securing additional log volumes from the adjoining Green Triangle
region. This supply source now represents approximately one half of the mill’s total log
intake and incurs extra transport costs because of the 300 kilometres log haulage. This
added cost must be managed in an environment where some of the company’s costs are
increasing faster than timber prices. The benefits of the mill expansion are significant by
underpinning capital investment in more productive modern sawmilling technology and
equipment. This assists the ongoing goal of maintaining competitiveness against other
local producers and imported timber. AKD is discussed in more detail in chapter six.
Tasco closed in 2011 as a result of insufficient log volume. The declining available
volume of the Tasco log class was expected. Tasco processed small diameter and lower
priced logs from thinning and final harvesting operations from HVP and logs from
Midway’s conversion program of softwood to hardwood plantations. There was a back log
in HVP’s thinning program and once the program was back on schedule the level of
harvesting was to be reduced. Likewise, supply of logs from Midway’s softwood log
supply was to cease once the conversion program was complete. As these programs were
achieved the volume of Tasco class logs reduced to a level that was no longer viable to
sustain the mill. Tasco has now re-located its operations and some of the Lara mill
equipment to Bombala where log supply was available.
Hardwood sawmilling

Hardwood sawmilling in Central Victoria was effectively closed down under the
government’s Out Future Our Forests policy in 2002. The policy resulted in the cessation
of harvesting and supply of logs from public native forests and closure of all but one of the
hardwood sawmills existing at the time.
There remain just two full-time small hardwood mills in the region at Beaufort and
Lismore and another small mill, just outside the region at Talbot sourcing small logs from
private native forests and farm forestry plantations. In addition, some Lucas mills 21 or
other small mills are in full-time or part-time use.
Pyrenees Timber at Beaufort sources a small volume of just 3000 cubic metres per annum
of logs from private native forests and farm forestry plantations mostly within the region.
The mill is also purchasing 600 cubic metres of logs from Mt Cole public native forests
under a government trial. The mill at Lismore saws mainly sugar gum (E. cladocalyx) and
any other timbers of value. Another small mill, just outside the region at Talbot, sources
small volumes from private native forests and farm forestry plantations.
Chip exports

Chips exports from Geelong remain an important part of the Central Victoria forestry
industry.
Historically southern Victoria did not enjoy satisfactory market outlets for either mixed
species native forest or softwood plantation chips. There are two successful businesses
exporting chips to Asia from Geelong. Both were established to meet the need to establish
satisfactory market outlets after existing local processing options were determined to be
unviable or inferior at the time, and new local processing projects not viable. More reliable
volume supply and financial returns from export were superior to local processing

21

A portable sawmill with a swing blade.
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possibilities at the time and remained so for the overwhelming majority of the time since
the establishment of the businesses.
Midway established a project at Geelong and commenced exporting native forest chips
almost three decades ago. The company was formed by a number of local hardwood
sawmillers with the aim of providing a profitable market outlet for residue chips from their
sawmills. The company has grown and diversified over time and is now a large and
successful enterprise with related businesses in western Victoria and Queensland as well
as its Geelong operation. Native forest chips were sourced from sawmill residues and pulp
logs from public and private forests within and outside the Central Victoria. The chips
were successfully exported to the large Japanese papermaker, Nippon Paper. Nippon Paper
more recently acquired the local paper making company, Australian Paper, including the
paper mill at Maryvale in Gippsland.
Midway commenced the exporting softwood chips more than a decade ago, with chips
sourced from pulp logs from its softwood plantations, pulp logs from third party plantation
owners and residue chips from Tasco’s Lara sawmill while it was operating. The softwood
plantations were acquired with the aim of converting the portion of the softwood estate in
the Otways to hardwood plantations.
Midway moved into hardwood plantation sector by establishing plantations on its own
land, establishing plantations on third party land, and operating as a forest manager for
large MIS company. The chip exporting infrastructure at Geelong and long standing
market relationships enabled the company to expand into exporting hardwood plantation
chips as the plantations matured.
Native forest chip exports to Japan have recently ceased after continuous sales since 1986
because the operation is no longer viable. Softwood chip exports have also recently ceased
as chip sources have declined, as was expected. The business has transitioned to hardwood
plantation chip exports with increasing volumes as the plantations mature. Plantation
hardwood chip exports from Australia, including Midway’s Geelong operations, are under
stress currently as a result of lower prices in 2012 and the adverse impacts of the high
AUD. Whilst the outlook is challenging, the company remains optimistic about improved
conditions. These issues are discussed further in chapter six.
SPE commenced exporting softwood chips to a large Japanese paper maker in 1997. The
business was formed as a joint venture between HVP and two dominant local sawmilling
companies at the time, one of which was AKD. One party withdrew from the joint venture
more than a decade ago and the business has since been an equal partnership between
HVP and AKD. The separate businesses had previously unsuccessfully sought to establish
market outlets for their independent chip volumes. The parties were able to establish an
efficient export operation at Geelong of sufficient scale to secure longer-term purchase
commitment from the Japanese customer. The success of the joint venture over the long
period is an example of a beneficial partnership between a plantation owner and its logprocessing customer. The successful export business adds significant value to each party’s
core business.
Chip volumes have declined over recent years as expected as the available resource has
declined. The international trade in softwood chips to the Asian paper industry is also
under stress currently, but the causes of the stresses are different to the hardwood
plantation sector. However, significant price decline is the same outcome. These issues are
also discussed further in chapter six.
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As with Midway, whilst the outlook is challenging, SPE remains confident about to future.
HVP and AKD still require viable market outlets for their pulp logs and sawmill residues
and they consider export in some form and to Asian markets is likely to remain to
preferred market.
Timber preservation

There are two timber treatment businesses operating in the region, Barry McVilly Pty Ltd
with plants at Terang and Beaufort, and Shelton Treated Timber Pty Ltd with a plant at
Colac. HVP is the predominant supplier of preservation logs to these businesses and
supplies are also sourced from other softwood plantations growers in the region. They
produce treated round timber for fencing and other outdoor applications.
These two companies are long standing businesses and have demonstrated considerable
resilience in a sector that has seen a significant number of failed operations over a number
of years.
The market for treated round timber is characteristically volatile and the predominant
product has changed over time. The main market ten years ago was treated posts for
expansion of vineyards, but now it is treated posts to replace fences destroyed or damaged
during recent bushfires and floods, and replacement of vineyard posts broken during
mechanical harvesting of grapes.
Log exports

Log exports commenced two decades ago and remain an important part of the region’s
forestry industry. The log export business has always been challenging for the Australian
industry and Central Victoria region. It has been more volatile than chip markets reflecting
the volatility of export log markets compared with chip exports to Japanese paper industry.
Supply of logs to export has also been variable and growers have avoided committing to
supplying logs to ensure continuity of operations. Log supply has always depended on
short-term net returns from the sale.
Pulp logs provided superior returns when exported as chips until recently. Sawlogs for
export are either lower quality and/or smaller than those processed by local sawmillers, or
excess to local needs in the case of higher quality larger logs. Usually net returns to
growers for high quality logs are higher when sold locally. Growers have generally
regarded log exports as a market sink (used for taking up volume not able to be sold to
local processors at the time). Surplus logs directed to export have on occasions derived
from natural damaging events such as fires, wind throw or other form natural damage.
Export has provided a market outlet for salvage harvesting. Given these challenges log
exports have often appeared to be vulnerable. It is surprising then that operations have
been continuous over the period.
A major change has been the transition of bulk freight log exports from Geelong to
exporting logs in containers from Melbourne. This has provided operational and financial
benefits. Container business is lower cost and therefore provides better financial outcomes
for growers. Exporting logs in containers would normally be more expensive than bulk
vessels but the circumstance of container exports in Melbourne is unique. Melbourne
receives large volume of container freight from China producing a large imbalance in the
movement of containers and resulting is a surplus of empty containers in Melbourne
needing to get back to China. This provides the opportunity for cheap container freight
rates from Melbourne to China. The advantage does not exist in other Australian log
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export ports. The existing export business operated by Proway Enterprises takes advantage
of this opportunity to provide a lower cost operation than the previous Geelong bulk
freight operation.
Log exports have been problematic from to time to time with some export companies
failing financially on occasions. This has undermined grower confidence in the business
generally. A respondent from an exporter explained that the business secures logs for a
Chinese sawmill client and then provides the export service to the Chinese sawmill on a
contract basis. The sale is between the grower and the ultimate customer. This reduces the
financial exposure for the small and less financially secure export service provider
company. The customer who has more reason and greater capacity to manage the risks
carries the more important risks. This is also more satisfactory for the plantation owners
supplying the logs.
The current business is more secure and likely to be more stable than the previous bulk
freight exports from Geelong. Indications from Proway Enterprise and the major log
supplier, HVP, confirm this view.
SPE has recently commenced a pulp log export operation out of Geelong as an option in
the face of low demand and prices for chips. Pulp logs delivered to the Geelong are
segregated with some directed for export as logs and others chipped for chip exports. A
large New Zealand log exporter, TPT, provides a full log export service on a contract
basis. This operation is outside mainstream log exports at this stage.
Biomass products

There is a significant volume of firewood within the region being collected from native
forests and planted forests and sold. While there is little chip used for energy production at
present, this is expected to change, as chip-fuelled heating is likely to be in place at several
public facilities in the near future. At present there is a significant flow of chip for use in
composting and of sawdust for use in agriculture (e.g. calf bedding).
Secondary timber processing

There are two secondary timber processors in Central Victoria. Both businesses are based
on purchasing green boards from sawmillers from outside the region. Secondary timber
processors in other areas usually operate sawmills and re-process their own boards, and
may also buy in additional green material from other parties.
The two businesses are Forrest Timber Products Pty Ltd and Calco Pty Ltd. They are
former native forest sawmillers who exited their previous businesses under the
government’s Our Forests Our Future policy in 2002. They were compensated for the
termination of their native forest log supply contracts. Both have used the compensation,
their expertise and market contacts to establish new timber processing businesses. They
consider their respective businesses prospective and plan ongoing operation.
Forrest Timber Products purchased the sawmill at Birregurra when it ceased operation
under the same compensation arrangement in 2002. The mill was converted to a timber
processing operation with additional kiln capacity, timber processing machinery and
materials handling equipment. Green boards of native forest species (mountain ash, black
butt and ironbark) are imported from Tasmania and South Eastern Queensland. The boards
are dried and processed into high value flooring, decking and furniture timber. The
business is significant scale producing approximately 5000 cubic metres of processed
timber, which corresponds to approximately 15 000 cubic metres in log form.
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4.3

Log supply in Central Victoria

Surveys (Appendix B) were sent to the three main suppliers of logs from forests in Central
Victoria in 2011-2012. All surveys were returned. From the information returned and
information cross-referenced from our surveys of processors and from other sources, we
believe we have captured at least 95% of the volume of logs supplied from plantations and
native forests in Central Victoria in 2011-2012.
Volume of logs supplied

The log supply from plantations and native forests in Central Victoria in 2011-2012 was
estimated to be 826 000 cubic metres (Table 4.2).22

Table 4.2 Log supply from plantations and native forests in Central Victoria in 20112012 (‘000 cubic metres)
Log type

Softwood
(plantation &
farm forest)

Hardwood
(plantation &
farm forest)

Hardwood
(native
forest)

Total log

Proportion
of total

Sawlog

500

<1

3

533

61%

Pulplog

114

171

8

293

35%

30

0

0

30

4%

644

171

11

826

100%

78%

21%

1%

100%

Preservation log
Total log
Proportion of total

Source: Consultant, from grower and primary processor surveys conducted during this study.

Of the total log supply from plantations (industrial and farm forests) and native forests in
Central Victoria in 2011-2012, the log type was: softwood (radiata pine plantation and
farm forest) sawlog 500 000 cubic metres, softwood pulplog 114 000 cubic metres,
softwood preservation log 30 000 cubic metres, hardwood farm forest sawlog <1000 cubic
metres, hardwood plantation pulplog 171 000 cubic metres, hardwood native forest sawlog
3000 cubic metres and hardwood native forest pulplog 8000 cubic metres (Table 4.2).
Expressed as product type, the total volume consisted of 61% sawlog, 35% pulplog and
4% preservation log. Softwood plantations and farm forests supplied 78% of the total logs,
hardwood plantations and farm forests supplied 21% of the total logs and native forests
supplied 1% (Table 4.2).
From the grower and processor surveys, it was estimated that farm forests in Central
Victoria supplied 15 400 cubic metres of sawlogs in 2011-2012, with more than 95% from
softwood plantings.
The log supply from forests in Central Victoria in 2011-2012 differed to that reported for
2001-2002 (URS 2003, p. 5). The main changes during the decade (Table 4.3) were:


a decrease in the volume of softwood pulplogs (plantations had matured, so less
thinning);

22

The survey captured information on logs sold to processors, but we have used the term ‘log supply’ for
logs sold as is normally used in the timber industry.
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a decrease in the volume of softwood logs exported; a substantial decrease in the
volume of hardwood sawlogs supplied (79 000 cubic metres in 2001-2002 to 3000
cubic metres in 2011-2012) due to the closure of harvesting in public native forests in
the region;



an increase in the volume of hardwood pulplogs produced, yet a major structural
change in that most of these logs were sourced from public native forests in 2001-2002
but mainly from private hardwood plantations in 2011-2012.

These statistics illustrate that the log supply from the region had contracted by
approximately 21% during the decade 2001-2002 to 2011-2012.

Table 4.3 Change in log supply from forests in Central Victoria, 2001-2002 to 20112012 (‘000 cubic metres)
Log type

2001-2002

2011-2012

Change

Softwood sawlog & preservation log

386

350

–36

Softwood export log

261

180

–81

Softwood pulplog

165

114

–51

Hardwood sawlog

79

3

–76

Hardwood pulplog

157

179

+22

1048

825

–223

Total log

Source: URS (2003, p. 5) for 2001-2002, Consultant for 2011-2012 from grower and primary processor
surveys conducted during this study.

Mill gate and wharf gate value of logs supplied from Central Victoria

The point of sale for logs is notionally ‘mill gate’ – thus the price includes the stumpage,
cost of harvesting and cost of haulage.23 Information on the mill gate value of log supply
from plantations and native forests in Central Victoria was collected from the survey of
growers conducted during this study. In 2011-2012, the mill gate value of log production
from softwood plantations, hardwood plantations, farm forests and native forests in
Central Victoria was $52.5 million (Table 4.4.) The statistics showed that:


three quarters of the value of logs was derived from logs supplied from softwood
plantations, 24% from logs supplied from hardwood plantations and 2% from logs
supplied from native forests.



43% of the value of logs was derived from logs supplied to softwood sawmills in
Central Victoria while the majority of the value of logs (57%) was derived from logs
exported as whole logs or as chips.

23

For forest growers, the mill gate price minus payments for harvesting and haulage represents the price
paid for the standing plantation timber, known as the ‘stumpage’. This is the closest equivalent in the
timber industry to the ‘farm gate’ value of agricultural production.
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Table 4.4 Mill gate value of logs supplied from plantations and native forests in
Central Victoria in 2011-2012 ($ million)
Source

Central Victoria
mill gate

Non-local
mill gate

Export
wharf gate

Total log

Proportion
of total

Softwood plantation

22.6

0.2

16.2

39.0

74%

Hardwood plantation

<0.1

0

12.6

12.6

24%

0

0

0.9

0.9

2%

Total

22.6

0.2

29.7

52.5

100%

Proportion of total

43%

1%

57%

100%

Native forest

Source: Consultant, from grower survey conducted during this study.

4.4

Total amount of wood processed in mills in Central Victoria

It is not possible to provide a precise reconciliation of the total log supply and the total
amount of logs processed in the same financial year. The reasons include:


wood (sawlogs and pulplogs) is held in log dumps in the forest as part of the forestry
industry supply chain;



logs are stockpiled in the log yards of processors; and



the actual production of mills is geared to market demand, current and forecast, so there
will be stockpiles during difficult market conditions, as is now the case, along the
supply chain. For instance, statistics on house starts in Australia showed that the
housing market was depressed in 2010-2011, with new house starts being 15% lower
than in 2001-2002 (ABARES 2011).

With the above qualification in mind, results from the surveys sent to companies that
process logs were used to estimate the amount of wood processed in mills in Central
Victoria in 2011-2012. The basis of the estimate was:


sawlogs and preservation logs processed in the region from all log supply sources (i.e.
including those from outside Central Victoria) were included;



pulplogs processed into chips in the region and then exported were included; and



whole logs exported from the region were excluded.

From this analysis, it was estimated that 755 000 cubic metres of logs were processed by
mills in the region in 2011-2012. This included an estimated 110 000 cubic metres of
softwood sawlogs supplied from outside Central Victoria.
We cannot precisely reconcile this amount with the amount processed by mills in Central
Victoria in 2001-2002 (URS 2003, p. 5) because that data amalgamated hardwood
pulplogs and sawmill residues. Our best estimate is that the amount of logs processed by
mills in Central Victoria in 2001-2002 was approximately double that processed by mills
in 2011-2012. The main differences were higher volumes of hardwood pulplogs (mainly
sourced from outside Central Victoria) and softwood pulplogs processed in 2001-2002.
These data reflect the considerable structural adjustment and contraction in the forestry
industry in Central Victoria in the past decade.
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4.5

Future supply of logs

In Central Victoria, the plantation resources and the native forest timber resources have
different future supply scenarios based on the current extent and condition of these
resources.
Plantation resources
Softwood plantation supply

The ongoing supply of logs is crucial for stability and planned growth in the softwood
industries. Results from the processor surveys indicated that the softwood sawmills in the
region plan to increase the intake of softwood logs in the next three years.
The supply of softwood logs from plantations in the Central Victoria plantation region for
the period 2010-2054 was forecast based on the combination of forecasts supplied by
plantation owners and managers through a survey and modelled forecasts prepared by
ABARES (Gavran et al. 2012, pp. 40). The forecasts indicated:


the supply of pulplogs would be approximately 233 000 cubic metres per year in the
period 2015-2019, with a peak of 265 000 cubic metres per year in the period 20252029; and



the supply of sawlogs was forecast to be 342 000 cubic metres per year in the period
2015-2019, decline for the next 20 years, and peak at 581 000 cubic metres per year in
the period 2040-2044.

These forecasts show why AKD Softwoods will need to source substantial volumes of
softwood sawlogs from outside Central Victoria for the foreseeable future to maintain the
current production and planned future levels of production at the Colac sawmill. This is
why the company signed a contract with Forestry South Australia in July 2012 for the
supply of 100 000 tonnes of softwood logs per year to be supplied from the Green
Triangle region.24
Hardwood plantation supply

Similarly to softwoods, the supply of hardwood logs from plantations in the Central
Victoria plantation region for the period 2010-2054 was forecast (Gavran et al. 2012, pp.
37-39). Most of these plantations are managed for the production of pulplogs. The
forecasts indicated:


the production of pulplogs was forecast to peak at 707 000 cubic metres per year for the
period 2015-2019 and decline to 422 000 cubic metres per year for the period 20202024.

However, given that some of the hardwood plantation estate is being liquidated, these
forecasts need to be considered with caution.

24

http://www.abc.net.au/rural/news/content/201211/s3627299.htm, viewed 6 May 2013.
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Chapter 5

Social and economic impacts of the forestry industry in
Central Victoria
5.1

Introduction

This chapter presents analyses of the social and economic impacts of the forestry industry
in Central Victoria, using secondary data for the period 2006-2009. We have analysed
some of these data to provide a comparison of the regional economic impact of the
agriculture and forestry industries and tourism.
A context for these analyses is provided by indicators of the socio-economic contribution
of the forestry industry in Central Victoria (Table 5.1).

Table 5.1 Indicators of the socio-economic contribution of the forestry industry to
local government areas in Central Victoria
Local
Plantation area in
Timber
government
2005 (ha)
production
area
in State
Softwood Hardwood native forest

Main wood processing industries
[Forest grower office]

Ballarat

1567

876

No

Ballarat Timber Processors (softwood sawmill)
Central Highlands Timbers (softwood sawmill)
[Hancock Victorian Plantations Pty Ltd (HVP)
Regional Office]

Colac
Otway

8673

3194

√√

AKD Softwoods (softwood sawmill)
Calco Pty Ltd (secondary processing of
hardwood timbers)
Forrest Timber Products Pty Ltd (secondary
processing of hardwood timbers)
Shelton Timber Treatment Pty Ltd (timber
treatment plant)
[AKD Softwoods Regional Office]

Corangamite

1332

2514

No

Barry McVilly Pty Ltd (timber treatment plant)

Golden
Plains

3786

2676

No

-

Greater
Geelong

20

109

No

Midway Ltd (chip mill and export facility)
SPE (Management) Pty Ltd (chip mill and export
facility)

Hepburn

2742

344

√

Victorian Timber Training Centre (sawmill)

Macedon
Ranges

1243

731

√

-

Moorabool

3518

1493

No

-

Pyrenees

2733

7567

√√

Surf Coast

1019

769

√

0

0

No

Queenscliffe

Pyrenees Timber Pty Ltd (hardwood sawmill)

-

Note: √ denotes minor forest products (primarily firewood) licenced in 2012-2013; √√ denotes minor
forest products plus small volumes of sawlogs.
Source: Plantation areas from BRS (2011).
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5.2

Forestry industry social impact

Schirmer (2010) and Schirmer and Dunn (2010) examined the social and economic impact
of the forestry industry in Victoria. A total of 23 745 people were employed in Victoria’s
industries, up to and including secondary processing. This represented 1.0% of Victoria’s
total employed labour force. The regions (i.e. Statistical Divisions) with the highest
proportion of their employed labour force working in the forestry industry were Gippsland
(2.7%), followed by East Gippsland (2.3%), Ovens-Murray (2.1%), Western District
(1.1%) and Goulburn (1.0%). Although the Melbourne Statistical Division had the largest
number of workers in the forestry industry in Victoria (14 381 or 62% of the State total),
mostly employed in secondary processing, these workers represented only 0.7% of the
large workforce based in Melbourne and its suburbs (Schirmer 2010, p. 56; Schirmer and
Dunn 2010, p. 7).
While the Statistical Divisions relevant to Central Victoria – Barwon and Central
Highlands – had less than 1% of the workforce employed in the forestry industry, this
employment was significant in some localities because different parts of Central Victoria
have different levels of dependence on the forestry industry.
Forestry industry employment in the Barwon Statistical Division

This Statistical Division (SD) is wholly within Central Victoria and is made up of the
LGAs of Colac Otway, Golden Plains, Greater Geelong, Queenscliffe and Surf Coast. The
forestry industry (forest growing, services to forestry, primary processing and secondary
processing) employed 1213 people (5.0% of total employment in the forestry industry in
Victoria) in the Barwon SD (Table 5.2, Figure 5.1). 25 Forest industry employment
depended mainly on softwood industries, with most employment (79%) in primary and
secondary processing.
The Barwon SD experienced an increase of 16% in forestry industry employment from
1996-2001, then a decrease of 8% from 2001-2006. This decrease is attributed to the loss
of jobs in the native forests industries, while the overall increase of 7% in forestry industry
employment during 1996-2006 (Schirmer 2010, p. 64) was mainly due to growth in
softwood log processing and harvesting of hardwood plantations as the earlier plantings
reached harvest age.
Forestry industry employment in the Central Highlands Statistical Division

This Statistical Division (SD) is made up of the LGAs of Ararat (outside Central Victoria),
Ballarat, Hepburn, Moorabool and Pyrenees. The forestry industry employed 472 people
(1.9% of total employment in the forestry industry in Victoria) in the Central Highlands
SD (Table 5.2, Figure 5.1).26
Compared to the Barwon SD, there was much less dependence on the processing sector for
forestry industry employment in the Central Highlands SD (79% versus 46%). The higher
dependence on the growing sector and the services to forestry sector in the Central
Highlands SD was no doubt due to the expansion of hardwood plantations (e.g. in the
Pyrenees LGA) during the past decade.

25

Data for forestry employment was sourced from the ABS Census of Population and Housing conducted
in 2006 by the ABS and from a forest industry survey conducted by the author in 2009 (Schirmer 2010).
26
Ibid.
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Despite the employment created by expansion of hardwood plantations, employment in
the forestry industry decreased by 25% from 1996-2001 and a further 12% from 20012006, mainly as a result of loss of jobs in the native forests industries (Schirmer and Dunn
2010).

Table 5.2 Employment in the forestry industry in Central Victoria
Employment indicator
Total persons employed in the forestry
industry (1)
(1) as a proportion of the total
employment in the Victorian forestry
industry (%)
(1) as a proportion of total Statistical
Division employment in all industries (%)
Change in employment in the forestry
industry 2001-2006 (%)

Barwon Statistical
Division

Central Highlands
Statistical Division

Central
Victoria total

1213

472

1685

5.0

1.9

6.9

<1.0

<1.0

n.a.

–8

-12

-10

Source: Schirmer (2010, part 1, pp. 56, 64).

Figure 5.1 Dependence on forestry industry employment in Victoria by Statistical
Division

Source: SCC in Schirmer and Dunn (2010).

The statistics show that the Barwon Statistical Division is the fourth most important
forestry region in Victoria as measured by the proportion of its workforce employed in the
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forestry industry. Excluding workers in the Melbourne Statistical Division, Central
Victoria (the Barwon and Central Highlands Statistical Divisions) had 19% of the workers
in the forestry industry in regional Victoria (derived from Schirmer 2010, p. 56).
Regional dependency on the forestry industry

A second complementary report commissioned by DPI examined the dependency on the
forestry industry of regional communities in Victoria (SCC 2009). Statistics showed that
the forestry industry is an important employer of people in the urban centres of Ballarat,
Colac and Geelong – 1075 people were employed in forest growing, services to forestry,
primary processing and secondary processing (Table 5.4).

Table 5.3 Forestry industry employment in urban centres in Central Victoria
Urban centre /
locality

Local government Growing, services to
area
forestry & primary
processing

Secondary
processing

Total employment

Ballarat

Ballarat

182

110

292

Colac

Colac Otway

287

15

302

Colac Otway (rural
balance)

Colac Otway

141

0

141

Geelong

Greater
Geelong

169

312

481

Lara

Greater
Geelong

40

26

66

Source: Schirmer (2010, part 3, p. 4).

In Central Victoria, there are a number of towns and cities that are significantly dependent
on the forestry industry for direct employment and for expenditure by forestry industry
businesses. Towns found to have a ‘medium’ dependency on the forestry industry were, in
descending order: Colac, Beeac and Beaufort. Towns found to have a ‘low’ dependency
on the forestry industry were, in descending order: Drysdale-Clifton Springs and Leopold
(SCC 2009, pp. 61-62). 27

5.3

Regional economic output of industries in Central Victoria

This section presents a comparison of the economic output of the agriculture and timber
industries and tourism in Central Victoria.
Data and analytical approach

Secondary data for 2008-2009 was obtained from Econsearch (2010) courtesy of DPI.
Econsearch sourced the data from the ABS, Tourism Research Australia and other
sources. These data were analysed using the same method developed by Stewart (2012a,
b).

27

‘Dependence’ was defined in the following terms: ‘high’ dependence was more than 25% of the
population directly employed in forest-related industries; ‘medium’ dependence was between 5% and
25%; and ‘low’ dependence was less than 5% of the population directly employed in forest-related
industries (SCC 2009, p. 63).
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Regional definitions

Data were available for the following regions (Econsearch 2010):


Ballarat (City (C)) LGA,



Colac Otway (Shire (S))–Colac Statistical Local Area (SLA)28,



Colac Otway (S)–Balance SLA,



Corangamite (S) LGA,



Golden Plains (S) LGA,



Greater Geelong (C) LGA,



Hepburn (S) LGA,



Macedon Ranges (S) LGA,



Moorabool (S) LGA,



Pyrenees (S) LGA, and



Surf Coast (S) LGA.

The data for these 11 regions were analysed and then aggregated to the spatial unit of
LGA for reporting of the results.
Industry definitions

We categorised activities in the agriculture and timber industries to separate primary
production and manufacturing. The categories were:


two segments for agriculture:
 ‘agriculture primary production’,
 ‘agriculture food & fibre products manufacturing’, and



three segments for the forestry industry:
 ‘forestry primary production’,
 ‘wood product manufacturing’, and
 ‘pulp & paper product manufacturing’.

These segments were aggregates of industry classes in the Australian and New Zealand
Standard Industrial Classification (ANZSIC) used by the ABS to classify industry
statistics collected from businesses.29 Agriculture primary production and forestry primary
production were constructed to be analogous measures of the production activities in these
two industries. For example, forestry primary production consisted of the three ANZSIC
classes of forestry, logging, and services to forestry. Wood product manufacturing
28

The SLA is a general purpose spatial unit used by the ABS to collect statistical information. LGAs
normally consist of one or more SLAs.
29
The ANZSIC has a structure comprising categories at four levels, namely 17 Divisions (e.g. Division A
– Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing), Subdivisions (e.g. Subdivision 01 – Agriculture), Groups and
Classes (the finest level). Source: http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/1292.0.
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together with pulp and paper product manufacturing made up the primary and secondary
processing of wood products. Further details are provided at Appendix I.
Tourism as a whole is not an industry sector within the ANZSIC framework. Econsearch
(2010) therefore obtained primary data for tourism from Tourism Research Australia.
‘Tourism’ was total tourism expenditure in Victorian tourism regions by domestic day,
domestic overnight and international visitors across a range of goods and services.
Measures of economic activity

Economic activity in the regions for the agriculture and timber industries was measured
using the indicators of output and gross regional output. These were defined (Econsearch
2010) as follows:
Output (value of) is a measure of the gross revenue of goods and services produced by
commercial organisations (e.g. the farm-gate value of agriculture) and gross expenditure
by government agencies. Total output needs to be used carefully because it can include
elements of ‘double counting’ when the output of integrated industries is combined (e.g.
the value of winery output includes the value of grapes at the farm-gate). Output was used
as an indicator to allow comparison of the agriculture and timber industries with tourism
(see below).
Gross regional product is a measure of the net contribution or value-added of an activity
to the regional economy. It is measured as the value of output less the costs of goods and
services (including imports) used in producing the output. Using this indicator as a
measure of economic impact avoids the problem of double counting that may occur when
the value of output is used for this purpose.
Econsearch generated values for these indicators at a regional level (i.e. SLA and LGA)
using the input–output model methodology.30 An input–output table comprises estimates
of those transactions that link industry sectors across the economy in a simplified form for
a given financial year within the National Accounts statistical framework utilised by the
ABS.
As tourism was not an industry sector in the ANZSIC statistical framework, Econsearch
(2010) analysed the regional economic impact of tourism as an extension to the standard
input–output model. The primary tourism data from Tourism Research Australia were
adjusted to provide concordance between different spatial regions and to make the data
consistent with accounting conventions used in input-output economic models. The final
output was a measure of the value of sales of goods and services to visitors to a defined
region (Econsearch 2010). Using this indicator, dollar-value comparisons were made
between the value of output for the region and the tourism expenditure.
For example, in the Surf Coast LGA, the total value of output of the ‘accommodation,
cafes and restaurants’ sector was $123.1 million, of which $70.8 million was from tourism
(i.e. tourism spend on that sector).

30

For a region, input-output models are based on an input-output table. An input-output table represents
the regional economy as a number of discrete industry sectors. To produce its output, each industry sector
purchases intermediate inputs from other domestic (or regional) industries and combines these with
imported inputs along with the primary factors of production – labour, capital and land. Many industries
must consume some of their own industry’s output to produce additional output for sale (NSW Treasury,
viewed 12 February 2012 at www.treasury.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/.../trp09-3_dnd.pdf).
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Direct economic impact of the forestry industry

The results of the input-output analysis provide a snapshot of the level of economic
activity taking place in the regional economy in 2008-2009. The direct economic impact
of the forestry industry, measured as its contribution to the gross regional product in local
government areas in Central Victoria, was $140.3 million in 2008-2009 (Table 5.4).

Table 5.4 Contribution to the gross regional product by the forestry industry in local
government areas in Central Victoria in 2008-2009 ($ million)
Local
government area

Forestry primary
production

Wood product
manufacturing

Pulp & paper product
manufacturing

Total forestry
industry

Ballarat

2.3

26.2

1.1

29.7

Colac Otway

3.3

25.9

0.0

29.2

Corangamite

1.1

3.2

0.0

4.3

Golden Plains

2.0

0.5

0.0

2.5

Greater Geelong

3.2

44.5

4.8

52.3

Hepburn

0.6

1.7

0.0

2.3

Macedon Ranges

0.0

9.1

0.0

9.1

Moorabool

2.3

2.8

0.0

5.1

Pyrenees

0.7

1.5

0.0

2.2

Surf Coast

1.9

1.6

0.0

3.5

17.4

117.0

5.9

140.3

Total

Note: The Borough of Queenscliffe was excluded because it contained no forests or forestry industries.
Source: Consultant using data from Econsearch (2010).

The forestry industry had significant economic impact (contribution to the gross regional
product of more than one million dollars) in 10 of the 11 LGAs in Central Victoria in
2008-2009 (Table 5.4). The exception was the Borough of Queenscliffe where there were
no forests or forestry industries.
In Central Victoria, the Greater Geelong LGA had the most activity in the forestry
industry (37.4% of the total forestry industry contribution to the gross regional product in
Central Victoria in 2008-2009), followed by the Ballarat LGA (21.1%) and the Colac
Otway LGA (20.8%) (Figure 5.2). These results illustrate the importance to the forestry
industry in the region of the wood processing industries at Geelong (softwood chip and log
exports) and Colac (softwood sawmill, secondary processing of hardwood timbers and
timber preservation).
The statistics of the proportion of the forestry industry gross regional product in Central
Victoria in 2008-2009 contributed by the forestry industry segments (Figure 5.3) again
reveals the dominance of wood product manufacturing. The statistics were that wood
product manufacturing contributed 83% of the gross regional product contributed by the
forestry industry in Central Victoria in 2008-2009, followed forestry primary production
(13%) and pulp and paper product manufacturing (4%).
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Proportion of the total gross regional product
for the forestry industry in Central Victoria

Figure 5.2 Proportion of the total gross regional product contributed by the forestry
industry in Central Victoria in 2008-2009 in each of the local government
areas in the region

37.4

40.0
35.0
30.0
25.0

20.8

21.1

20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0

6.5
1.6

1.6

1.8

2.5

3.1

3.6

0.0

Local government area
Source: Consultant using data from Econsearch (2010).

Figure 5.3 Proportion of the forestry industry gross regional product in Central
Victoria in 2008-2009 contributed by the forestry industry segments

Pulp & paper
product
manufacturing
4%

Forestry primary
production
13%

Wood product
manufacturing
83%

Source: Consultant using data from Econsearch (2010).

As a benchmark, gross regional product can be measured on a per capita basis (O’Toole et
al. 2008). Applied to the local government areas in Central Victoria, and a subset of Colac
Otway (i.e. the city of Colac and the rural areas outside the city of Colac), this benchmark
showed the primacy of the Colac Otway shire as the area where the forestry industry was
most important (Figure 5.4). This benchmark also amplified the impact of the forestry
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industry’s contribution to the economy of city of Colac – shown as the SLA of Colac
Otway–Colac (Figure 5.4).

Gross regional product per capita ($)

Figure 5.4 Gross regional product per capita contributed by the forestry industry in
local government areas in Central Victoria in 2008-2009

2,000
1,500
1,000
500
0
‘Colac Otway–
Balance’ is Colac
Otway LGA less
Colac Otway–Colac
SLA (i.e. rural areas
outside the city of
Colac).

Local government area
Source: Consultant using data from Econsearch (2010) and ABS (2011a).

5.4

Contributions of agriculture, forestry and tourism to the economy in
Central Victoria

Agriculture, forestry and tourism compared

The value of output was used as an indicator to allow comparison of the relative direct
impacts on the Central Victoria economy of the agriculture and forestry industries and
tourism. Measured as the tourism expenditure across various industries (e.g.
Accommodation, Cafes and Restaurants), the value of output of tourism in 2008-2009 was
indicated to be $990 million, which was concentrated in the Greater Geelong, Ballarat and
Surf Coast LGAs. By comparison, the value of output of the agriculture and forestry
industries in Central Victoria in 2008-2009 was estimated to be $3663 million and $336
million respectively (Table 5.5).
The relative importance to the regional economy of the agriculture and forestry industries
and tourism in 2008-2009 across LGAs in Central Victoria is presented in Table 5.6. The
data shows the dominance of agriculture in all LGAs, the importance of tourism in the
Greater Geelong, Ballarat and Surf Coast LGAs, and the importance of the forestry
industry relative to tourism in the Colac Otway–Colac SLA.
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Table 5.5 Contribution of agriculture, forestry and tourism to the value of regional
output in local government areas in Central Victoria, 2008-2009 ($ million)
Local government area

Agriculture

Forestry

Tourism spend
across industries

Ballarat

680

66

201

Colac Otway

464

77

89

Colac Otway–Balance (SLA)

254

20

50

Colac Otway–Colac (SLA)

210

57

39

Corangamite

712

10

46

Golden Plains

199

4

5

Greater Geelong

838

127

378

Hepburn

127

6

75

Macedon Ranges

219

24

41

Moorabool

139

11

13

Pyrenees

149

5

6

Surf Coast

136

7

137

3663

336

990

Total

Source: Consultant using data from Econsearch (2010).

Table 5.6 Relative importance to the regional economy of the agriculture and forestry
industries and tourism in 2008-2009 across local government areas in
Central Victoria
Local government area

Rank of the relative importance to the regional economy of the
agriculture and forestry industries and tourism as indicated by their
contribution to the value of output in 2008-2009

Ballarat

Agriculture >>> Tourism >>> Forestry

Colac Otway

Agriculture >>> Tourism > Forestry

Colac Otway–Balance (SLA)

Agriculture >>> Tourism >> Forestry

Colac Otway–Colac (SLA)

Agriculture >>> Forestry >> Tourism

Corangamite

Agriculture >>> Tourism >>> Forestry

Golden Plains

Agriculture >>> Tourism  Forestry

Greater Geelong

Agriculture >>> Tourism >> Forestry

Hepburn

Agriculture > Tourism >>> Forestry

Macedon Ranges

Agriculture >>> Tourism > Forestry

Moorabool

Agriculture >>> Tourism  Forestry

Pyrenees

Agriculture >>> Tourism  Forestry

Surf Coast

Tourism  Agriculture >>> Forestry

Value of agriculture and plantation forestry production

This section compares the value per hectare of agriculture primary production and
plantation forestry primary production. That is, the economic impact of different uses of
land was compared. State forests were not considered in this analysis because those forests
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are managed for multiple values, rather than being intensively managed for the primary
purpose of timber production.
A direct measure of gross farm income is provided by the ‘value of agricultural
commodities produced’ (VACP), generally referred to as the ‘gross value of production’
(ABS 2003, p. 23). Statistics for VACP in the Barwon and Central Highlands Statistical
Divisions were obtained for 2006-2007 based on the Agricultural Census conducted in
2006, for the purpose of comparing, on a unit land area basis, the gross value of
agricultural production with plantation forestry primary production.
The gross value of agricultural production is the value placed on recorded production at
wholesale prices realised in the market place. This is generally the metropolitan market in
each State and Territory, but where commodities are consumed locally, or where they are
sold as a raw material for a secondary industry, these points of sale are presumed to be the
market place (ABS 2003).
For plantation forestry growers, the closest equivalent to the gross value of agricultural
production is the ‘mill gate’ value of plantation products. Forest growers generally transact
plantation products at a mill gate price and contractors are engaged to harvest and
transport the products to the processing centre or ‘mill’ either by the grower or the
processor(s) of the products being harvested.
For agriculture, the gross value of production for Central Victoria (the sum of VACP for
the Barwon and Central Highlands Statistical Divisions) for 2006-2007 was $929 million.
This was generated by agricultural businesses that occupied 1.27 million hectares of farm
land (derived from ABS 2008a). This is equivalent to a gross value of agricultural
production of $733 per hectare of farm land.
For the forestry industry, softwood plantations owned by the major grower in Central
Victoria generated a gross value of plantation forestry production of $1099 per hectare,
based on survey information for 2011-2012.
The agriculture sector includes a range of land uses, from broad-area livestock grazing to
the more intensive industries of dairying, vegetable production, viticulture and
horticulture. Thus, the gross farm income per hectare would be expected to vary
substantially depending on the agricultural enterprise. This is reflected regionally by the
significant difference in the data on the gross value of agricultural production per hectare
of farm land for the Statistical Divisions of Barwon and Central Highlands. For the
Barwon Statistical Division, it was $1164 per hectare of farm land compared with $482
per hectare of farm land for the Central Highlands Statistical Division (derived from ABS
2008a).
We refined the analysis to estimate the gross value of agricultural commodities and
softwood plantation logs produced at the point of production (i.e. ‘local’ or ‘farm gate’
values’). We did this because the plantation forestry sector generally has higher marketing
costs expressed as a proportion of the wholesale prices realised in the market place (i.e. the
costs of moving the products from the point of production in the forest to the point of sale)
than agriculture. With this approach, we obtain a comparative estimate of the value to the
farm producer or plantation grower of their products at the farm gate per unit area of land
under production.
For agriculture, the farm gate value is the wholesale prices realised in the market place
less the marketing costs (which include freight, cost of containers, commission and other
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marketing charges) (ABS 2011b, p. 10). For agriculture in Victoria for the year ending 30
June 2007, the farm gate value of agricultural production was 94% of the gross value of
agricultural production (ABS 2008b, p. 5). Applying this proportion to the VACP reported
for the Barwon and Central Highlands Statistical Divisions provides an estimate for the
farm gate value of agricultural production of $1094 per hectare of farmland and $453 per
hectare of farmland respectively for the year ending 30 June 2007 (the most recent data
available).
Plantation forestry growers can calculate the price paid for the standing timber, known as
the ‘stumpage’, by deducting the payments for harvesting and transport from the mill-door
price. Stewart et al. (2007) used stumpage as the closest equivalent in the forest industry to
the ‘farm gate’ value of agricultural production, and we have adopted this approach for
this current study. For softwood plantations in Central Victoria, the stumpage value of
products was estimated to be 52% of the mill-door value of forestry production (Stewart et
al. 2007, p. 67). Applying this ratio, we estimated that stumpage value of softwood
plantation production was $571 per hectare of plantation estate in Central Victoria in
2010-2011.
From these results, we conclude that softwood plantations in Central Victoria produce a
stumpage or ‘farm gate’ value of plantation products that 1) was more than the farm gate
value of agricultural commodities produced per hectare of farm land in the Central
Highlands Statistical Division, but 2) considerably less than the value of agricultural
commodities produced per hectare of farm land in the Barwon Statistical Division where
agriculture is more intensive.
A more sophisticated analysis would be inclusion of the environmental values of the
different types of land-use. This could include, for example, the value of carbon
sequestration by forests and soils (the latter in both forestry and agriculture) and the
importance of forests for protection of watershed values.
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Chapter 6

Factors affecting the prospects of the forestry industry in
Central Victoria
6.1

Introduction

This chapter presents a synthesis of key factors affecting the current operations and
prospects of the forestry industry in Central Victoria.
The information was obtained from the interviews with 26 respondents – five from forest
growers, eight from primary processors, three from timber industry groups, four from local
government, four from State agencies, one from a catchment management authority and
one from the tourism sector. Data from interviews has been analysed and condensed under
key topics, with direct quotes from respondents to illustrate main points.

6.2

Future wood resources for the forestry industry

Perspectives of forest growers

The interviews with forest growers revealed the following perspectives:


the softwood estate is contracting because there is no expansion of plantations and
some harvested areas are not being replanted. New plantation establishment is
unprofitable in the current operating environment of high costs of land, long investment
periods and declining log prices. Some harvested plantations on the urban fringe (e.g.
Ballarat) are not being replanted or are being converted to native forest because this is a
more passive land use better suited to a peri-urban area. In another part of the region
(e.g. the Otways), harvested softwood plantations have been replanted with hardwoods
for pulplog production because this has been deemed to be the better commercial
investment;



views on land suitability for hardwood plantations have changed significantly in the
past decade. Whereas hardwood plantations (primarily blue gum) were extensively
planted across the region in the early to middle parts of the past decade, poor growth
due to such factors as extended drought and selection of some sites that were
‘marginal’ at the time has meant that only the high rainfall areas (e.g. Otways) are now
considered suitable for short-rotation blue gum plantations at an industrial scale;



forest growers have experienced declining profitability as a result of decrease in real
log prices and real increases in growing costs. The general response at this stage is to
look at ways to improve cost structures (e.g. chemical, fertilisers, fuels, labour);



forests growers are increasingly questioning the long-term usage of structural timber in
the domestic market given recent trends and government policies to slow down the
development of outer-suburban housing. The concern is whether this is part of a
cyclical pattern or is a structural change in the nature of the housing market in
Australia. If the latter, there are significant implications for traditional timber markets
for softwoods; and



the high AUD continues to impact the business of trade-exposed domestic processing
of sawn timber. Growers are concerned about the adverse impact on their customers
(i.e. processors) and the consequent flow-on effect of lower log prices.
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These perspectives cover a range of issues that are discussed in the following sections.
Plantation estate is small and fragmented

The area of plantations in Central Victoria is contracting from a comparatively small base.
The assumption is that regional processing would aspire to resources from a regional
plantation base that allows for the economies of scale for growing and processing – an
important factor in remaining competitive in the forestry industry.
In the region, the constrained softwood resource has led to the main processor having to
secure a significant proportion of its annual log intake from another region, incurring
comparatively high log haulage costs. This represents a potential vulnerability for the
industry.
The plantation base is fragmented in what is a closely settled rural area; that is, there are
few substantial tracts of contiguous plantation forest as is found in other regions in
Victoria (e.g. Gippsland, Green Triangle, North East Victoria). This leads to higher
overhead costs, higher arson risk and a reduced level of community appreciation of the
value of the industry to the regional economy. In contrast to this general view, the
concentration of processing by AKD in Colac brings the benefits of the importance of the
forestry industry to this city (Figure 5.4) and the community support for this business.
Respondents from local government reinforced this – they emphasised the corporate
citizenship of AKD in Colac and the importance of that business to the local economy.
Plantation expansion

Since 2003 the area of industrial plantations in Central Victoria has increased, but the rate
of expansion has been modest and has stalled in the past four years following the failure of
most managed investment schemes that were raising capital for expansion of plantations.
The failure of most of the managed investment schemes has caused unprecedented change
in the structure and ownership of hardwood plantations, as well as great uncertainty for
investors in the schemes. These uncertainties include: the scheme manager going into
administration, the scheme being wound up early, the appointment of new scheme
managers, or the scheme assets being sold (ATO 2013).
The business models of timber investment management organisations (TIMOs) that now
own some of the plantations from failed schemes do not provide for ‘greenfield’ projects
such as the development of new plantations.
There is little prospect for plantation expansion to be re-kindled by retail managed
investment schemes under current arrangements and economic conditions, nor by the new
owners of hardwood plantations.
Investment in farm forestry in Central Victoria

Similarly to industrial plantations, there has only been modest expansion of small-scale
plantations (farm forestry) in Central Victoria during the past decade. Although economic
returns from plantation investments generally are not competitive with those from
intensive agriculture (e.g. dairying), experience from a case study in southern Victoria
indicated that the net present value or operating profit of blue gum grown for pulplogs in
farm forests integrated with the farming enterprise was greater than that of livestock
grazing on the same farm during 1993-2007 (Stewart et al. 2011). On a comparative basis
with broad-area grazing, a short-rotation blue gum crop grown for pulplogs was a good
investment when part of a larger agribusiness enterprise. This offers an alternative to
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conventional models for forest investments by suggesting that there are opportunities for
better arrangements with landowners who could be partners in investments in wood
production integrated with other enterprises matched to make the best use of the
capabilities of their land. However, it should be noted that the market for blue gum
pulplogs has deteriorated since 2007, so the economic outcome for the next tree crop
would be different if it was sold at current prices for blue gum pulplogs.

Figure 6.1 Blue gum farm forestry in Central Victoria – second rotation crop
established from coppice

Photo: Hugh Stewart, 2010.

Loss of resource affects industry growth opportunities

Policy decisions by the Victorian Government, embedded in the ‘Our Forests Our Future’
(OFOF) policy in 2002 (DNRE 2002), resulted in large reductions in the native forest
resource in State forest available to hardwood sawlog processors. It also funded a
rationalisation and departure package that sharply reduced the number of hardwood
sawmills in Victoria including the Central Victoria region.
Now there are only two hardwood sawmills operating in Central Victoria and some
portable milling operations. Pyrenees Timber, which has been operating as a family
business since 2005, sources hardwood log supplies mainly from private native forest
areas. The business has also processed sugar gum resource from farm forests and softwood
plantations.
In December 2012. The Victorian government announced that harvesting would
recommence on a trial basis at Mount Cole and the Pyrenees Ranges for the first time
since 2004. The community group Friends of Mount Cole and the Pyrenees Shire Council
joined with Pyrenees Timber to approach the government with this proposal. The
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harvesting will allow the removal of storm-affected timber on a one-year licence for 600
cubic metres to the local sawmill Pyrenees Timber. The company has survived since the
withdrawal of licences and the closure of Mount Cole by sourcing private hardwood, but
this challenged their long-term security of supply. The government is also assessing the
capacity of Mount Cole State forest to sustainably supply timber in future years.
A new sustainable supply from public native forests would enable Pyrenees Timber to
expand on the current site, and increase local employment (currently five people).

The softwood resource in Central Victoria is contracting from a comparatively
small base, and is now estimated to be less than 28 000 hectares. This resource is
small compared to the softwood resource in other plantation regions in Victoria.
There is little prospect for new softwood plantations in the medium term according
to respondents from forest growers.
The relatively small scale of this resource means that the largest softwood sawlog
processor in the region sources a substantial proportion of its total log intake from
outside the region.

There has been a substantial change in the understanding of the suitability of the
land base in the region for growing short-rotation hardwood plantations, based on
the generally poor performance of blue gum planted during the past decade on a
range of sites. One respondent said that the suitable areas are restricted to the
higher rainfall sites in the Otways. The hardwood plantation resource in the region
is likely to continue to contract because some plantation sites are expected to be
converted to agricultural use after harvest, and there is little prospect for new
hardwood plantations at scale.

Growers of industrial-scale softwoods have experienced declining profitability as a
result of decrease in real log prices and real increases in growing costs. Retail
investors in hardwood plantations developed under managed investment schemes
have suffered losses as some schemes have entered into administration.

There has been considerable change in the ownership and management of hardwood
plantations that were established in the region under managed investment schemes
during the past decade. The restructuring or failure of schemes has driven this
change, and new owners have acquired the plantation and land assets using funds
from timber investment management organisations.
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6.3

Market dynamics of the forestry industry

Perspectives of main processors

The interviews with forest processors revealed the following perspectives:


the softwood resource is of small scale and not increasing in the region. This restricts
the opportunity to make capital investments to improve the efficiency of processing;



processors have experienced declining profitability as a result of 1) timber prices
decreasing in real terms at a faster rate than the decrease in real log prices, and 2) other
costs (e.g. labour, energy) increasing in real terms;



softwood processors expressed the view that their businesses are being adversely
affected by imports of high-quality, low-priced sawn timber (especially from Europe,
which are advantaged by the high AUD);



softwood processors are very concerned about the long-term usage of structural timber
in the domestic housing market given recent trends and government policies to slow
down the development of outer-suburban housing. As with growers, the concern of
processors is whether this is part of a cyclical pattern or is a structural change in the
nature of the housing market in Australia;



chip exporters are pessimistic about the prospects for their traditional markets in Asia
for hardwood and softwood chips.

These perspectives cover a range of issues that are discussed in the following sections.
Industry contraction continued over the last decade
2003 report of the forestry industry in Central Victoria – optimistic outlook

The previous study of the forestry industry in Central Victoria in 2003 (URS 2003)
reported that whilst the industry had been subject to considerable change during the
preceding decade, it remained an important component of the regional economy. The
industry’s value of production was $233 million and directly employed 976 people in
2001-2002.
The native forest sector, which represented 30% of the total value of production, was
expected to have a negative impact beyond 2003. The government announced its policy to
withdraw public native forest areas from production in 2002 with the consequence of
effectively closing down the native forest industry. Financial compensation was provided
for impacted businesses and people. It was anticipated that the industry overall would face
challenges as the impact was assimilated. The report (URS 2003) identified opportunities
to expand other sectors to offset the adverse impacts of closing down the native forest
industry.
Further contraction over the last decade

There have been substantial challenges for each of the other industry sectors over the last
decade. None of the non-native forest sectors have significantly expanded and most have
contracted. The impacts and causes for each sector are summarised in Table 6.1 and are as
follows:


Softwood plantation sector. This sector has contracted as a result of some areas being
converted to other land uses following harvesting, and the lack of investment in new
plantations. Conversions have occurred as Midway has replaced softwood plantations
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with hardwood plantations and some of HVP’s urban softwood plantations are being
re-established to native forests.


Softwood sawmilling sector. Tasco sawmill closed due insufficient log supply that was
hastened by fire loss of HVP’s Narbethong and King Lake plantations, just north east
of the region. AKD’s mill at Colac has expanded to become the region’s predominant
processor and an important mid-tier Australia producer.



Hardwood plantation sector. The hardwood plantation sector was significant and
expanding a decade ago. Much of the sector was supported by MIS schemes that
collapsed following the GFC. Also some areas experienced poor growth rates during
the extended drought period over the last decade. Five of the 7 main companies in 2003
are no longer involved in the hardwood plantation sector and expansion is limited to
Midway’s operations. Some hardwood plantations have now been liquidated and
converted to pasture.



Softwood log exports. Softwood logs were exported in bulk freight vessels from
Geelong 10 years ago. The operations became increasingly challenging as a result of
volatility of export prices and high fixed costs for what was a comparatively smallscale bulk export operation. Also procurement of log supply was opportunistic
dependent on unplanned plantation events that produced volumes in excess of local
demand and/or low quality logs not utilised by local processors.



Native forest chip exports. The last shipment of native forest chips to Japanese sailed
from Geelong in May after more than two decades of high volume exports. Increased
volumes of hardwood plantation chips from low cost and closer (with low freight costs)
suppliers in Vietnam, Thailand and Indonesia31 has placed downward price pressure
and highlighted the lower pulp quality of native forest chips. The export market prices
for native forest chips are now unviable resulting in the cessation of exports to Japan
from Geelong.



Hardwood plantation chip exports Increased volumes from lower cost Asian suppliers
has also placed downward pressure on hardwood plantation chip prices from Australia,
and together with impact of high AUD this has substantially reduced the financial
returns to hardwood plantation owners. This has occurred at the time some of the
plantations are maturing with the anticipated increased harvest volumes. The overall
result is that there is increasing volumes available from maturing plantations but sale
prices are substantially lower than expected at the time the investments were originally
committed.



Softwood chip exports. The demand for softwood grade paper in Japan is declining, as
it is in other major developed economies of the US and Europe (NF 2013 & Ahlqvist et
al. 2013). Imported softwood chips are a higher cost source of fibre for Japanese paper
makers and hence softwood chip imports have declined, as has the market price. The
current market price together with the impact of the AUD has adversely affected
financial returns for softwood chip exporters.

Most of the industry sectors have contracted or not expanded over the last decade and the
industry overall is now less vibrant. The industry faces a number of challenges and the
opportunities to improve its fortunes and/or expand are discussed in the following section.

31

This is further discussed in later section on “Decline in export chips from Geelong – challenging
outlook”.
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Table 6.1 Impacts on forestry industry sectors in Central Victoria over the decade
2003-2012
Industry sector

Impacts

Cause of impact

Softwood
plantations

Overall negative
Reduced plantation estate

Some plantations converted to other
uses following harvest
Insignificant new plantings

Softwood sawmills

Overall negative
Reduced plantation estate

Some plantations converted to other
uses following harvest
Insignificant new plantings

Hardwood
plantations

Overall negative
Demise of MIS companies &
withdrawal or demise of hardwood
plantation companies

Demise of MIS investment
Disappointing growth rates &
returns for some areas
Price reduction in export chip price
in 2012

Export logs

Overall neutral
Volume reduced but export market
now regarded by growers as an
important market, albeit for small
volumes.

Transfer of operations from bulk
export from Geelong to container
exports from Melbourne have
reduced overall costs & improved
returns for growers

Export chips –
native forests

Overall negative
Native forest chip exports no longer
Last shipment of native forest chips in viable because of lower demand &
correspondingly lower prices
May 2013
exacerbated by the high AUD

Export chips –
hardwood
plantations

Overall negative
Increased volume as plantations
mature but sharp price decline
undermines profitability

Market prices have fallen as result of
increasing volumes of cheaper
alternative Asian suppliers,
including Vietnam, Thailand &
Indonesia
Lower prices combined with the
high AUD has adversely impacted
exports

Export chips –
softwood
plantations

Overall negative
Reduced volumes as result of low
demand & low prices

Low demand has resulted in price
reduction. Low demand and prices
together with the high AUD has
undermined the viability & resulted
in reduced export volumes

Challenges and opportunities for industry expansion
Challenges

The Australian forestry industry faces a number of challenges at this time and some of
these are experienced by Central Victoria forestry industry enterprises. Some represent
challenges for the ongoing viability of individual companies. Demonstrated profitable
business is usually a pre-requisite for expansion. It is often difficult for a static industry to
maintain competitiveness in an increasingly productive industry. Expansion is desirable as
it aims to benefit the relevant company and provide broader regional social and economic
benefits. Expansion increases the size of the company and usually provides opportunities
to improve the company’s competitiveness through improved productivity capital
investment and lower unit costs.
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This section reviews the challenges faced by the region’s forestry industry and
opportunities for industry expansion.
The challenges faced by the region’s forestry industry are described below in Table 6.2.
All sectors other than softwood export logs currently face significant challenges.
The softwood plantation and sawmilling sectors are grappling with “margin squeeze”
where unit profit margins are declining as a result declining product prices (declining real
prices i.e. after adjusting for annual inflation) and increasing costs for most input
components. Log prices are linked to timber prices so both sectors follow similar price
trends. Declining real timber prices flow through log prices. Declining log and timber
prices are shown in Figure 6.2. Hardwood plantation sector is suffering from lack of
investor confidence following the demise of MIS schemes and profitability has been
adversely impacted by falling chip prices and poor growth rates in some cases. Plantation
hardwood and softwood chip exports are suffering lower prices, adverse impacts of high
AUD, and low overall demand in the case of softwood chips. Native forest chip exports
are no longer viable and have ceased accordingly as a result of competition from higher
quality and lower cost chips from Asian suppliers. Softwood log exports are prosperous
currently even though of small volume. Log exports sell into a volatile spot Asian market.
Volatility is likely to continue and will provide future challenges from time to time.

Figure 6.2 Sawn timber and log price indices (CPI adjusted), 2004-2012
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Australian Pine Log Price Index published by KPMG (available from KPMG website), timber prices
from Timber Market Survey published by URS and available from their website. CPI adjustment used
headline CPI published by Australian Reserve Bank and available from their website.
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Table 6.2 Challenges for the forestry industry sectors in Central Victoria over the
decade 2003-2012
Industry sector

Challenges

Description of challenge

Softwood
plantations

Pressure on unit
Increasing costs & decreasing real log prices (ie
profitability as result of
adjusted for CPI) and insufficient compensating
ongoing ‘margin squeeze’. productivity improvements are squeezing unit
profit margins.
Log prices are linked to timber prices so
decreasing timber prices flow through to log
prices.
Major input costs are increasing at close to or >
CPI. Major costs include chemicals for
controlling weeds & pests, fertilisers, diesel,
labour, & contractor services.
Productivity improvements have been
insufficient to date to offset the negative effects.

Softwood sawmills

Pressure on unit
Increasing costs & decreasing log prices and
profitability as result of
insufficient compensating productivity
ongoing ‘margin squeeze’. improvements are squeezing unit profit
margins.
Competition from imported high quality & low
priced timber assisted by high AUD against
Euro & USD.
The possibility of more subdued growth in
demand for dwellings as increasing trend to
dense multi-storey living due to high cost of
developing residential land, services and
infrastructure.
Multi-storey housing has traditionally utilised
less timber than detached dwellings.

Hardwood
plantations

Pressure on profitability as Much of the existing estate was established
result of decline in export under MIS schemes and these collapsed
chip prices.
following the GFC.
Some plantations suffered from low growth
rates during the drought over much of the last
decade.
Also export prices have sharply fallen as a
result of competition from increasing
availability of cheaper chips from Vietnam,
Thailand & Indonesia over recent years.
These circumstances combine to undermine
confidence and likely returns for new
investment, or even replanting existing areas as
they are harvested.

Export logs

Challenges are less
significant than for other
regional sectors.
Improved export log
prices and lower costs for
container exports out of
Melbourne are currently
providing reasonable
returns to plantations
owners.
Log exports are
historically volatile
reflecting the nature of
spot sales in export

Improved export log prices have resulted from
high Chinese demand and non-increasing
supply from North America. Increasing
volumes of North American logs and lumber
are directed to local markets as US housing
market recovers.
Exporting logs in containers from Melbourne
has lower costs than previous bulk operations
out of Geelong. This has improved financial
outcomes for growers.
Plantation owners regard the export market as
an important outlet for log products (lower
quality, small & short logs) not demanded by
local market. The business overall is small scale
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markets. This reality will
but significant for growers seeking optimal
continue to be experienced outcomes from integrated harvesting.
in future.
Log exports are historically volatile reflecting
the nature of spot sales in export markets.
Export chips –
native forests

The native forest export
business has ceased after
more than two decades
due to unprofitable prices.

Export chips –
hardwood
plantations

Lower prices together with The factors described above for native forest
impacts of high AUD have chip exports also apply to export hardwood
adversely impacted the
plantation chip prices.
profitability of hardwood
plantation chip exports
from Geelong.

Export chips –
softwood
plantations

Low demand and prices
together with impacts of
high AUD have
undermined the viability
of softwood chip exports
from Geelong.

Demand and prices for native forest chips are
low as a result of competition from increased
availability of cheaper Asian sources of
hardwood plantation chips. The disadvantage to
Australian exports of lower cost and closer
supplies from Asian suppliers is exacerbated by
impact of the high AUD.
Exporting native forest chips from Geelong is
no longer viable and forecast outlook for soft
market is unlikely to provide opportunity to recommence the native forest chip exports for
paper makers in the short term.

Low demand and prices together with the high
AUD has undermined the viability & resulted in
reduced export volumes at lower unit margins.

Opportunities

A number of opportunities for the region’s forestry industry can be identified. The 2003
study recommended some of these including identifying the scope for new financial
structures linking plantations investment opportunities with softwood processors in the
region, developing models for successful hardwood sawlog plantation development,
assessing the feasibility of hardwood and softwood plantation establishment in the region,
examining the potential for domestic processing of softwood chips and logs that are
exported, promoting a vision for the region aimed to attract forest sector investment, and
developing an information base on private native forests. Whilst these were generally not
advanced over the last decade for various reasons, some of the opportunities remain
relevant.
The Australian Forestry and Forest Products committee considered opportunities for the
forestry industries and recommended research and development program to facilitate such
opportunities (FFPC, 2008). Consistent with the Mt Gambier region study (Ahlqvist et al.
2013), the Committee emphasised the opportunities through value adding wood fibre. The
Mt Gambier region study (Ahlqvist et al. 2013) identified opportunities for the industry in
that region. Some of the opportunities listed in these studies may be applicable to Central
Victoria.
A non-exhaustive list of opportunities for improving and/or expanding the industry in
Central Victoria has been prepared drawing on the above and other sources is presented
below. The purpose of this list is to provide ideas for further examination and
consideration.
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Some opportunities for improving and/or expanding the Central Victoria industry include:


New plantations. Investment in new softwood and hardwood plantations. This is
problematic because ‘greenfield’ investment in new plantations under current
plantation regimes and cost structures, timber products and market prices, and land
prices mitigate against profitable outcomes. Supportive government policies, including
taxation treatment of greenfield plantation investments, and new higher valued timber
and other plantation services could improve the existing negative investment
environment.



Expand farm forestry sector. Expanding farm forestry sector by integrating
plantations32 into the farming landscape to diversify income and support sustainable
land management practices. This opportunity could be facilitated by supportive
government policies.



Improved outcomes for existing plantations. Examine opportunities for cost reductions,
tree growth and value recovery improvements, and productivity improvements in
various plantation management operations for existing plantations.



New management regimes for hardwood plantations. Examine opportunities for
extending rotations for hardwood plantations to produce higher valued solid timber
products. The time value of money disadvantages extending current short rotations so
longer rotation regimes would require solution to this aspect.



Increase productivity and valued added timber products. There are areas of primary
processing of logs and subsequent secondary processing of timber that may be
examined to provide productivity improvements and increased volume of higher valued
timber. Such opportunities usually rely on capital investment in improved technology
and equipment that is also usually associated with increased total production. The lack
of increasing available log volumes in the region is a significant challenge.



Domestic processing of wood fibre. The opportunity for better outcomes from domestic
processing softwood and hardwood chips currently exported to Asian could be
examined. Local processing options were examined previously and found to be inferior
to export at the time. New opportunities and changes in export outcomes could warrant
re-examination.



Native forests. New markets for native forest fibre that is no longer exported to Asia
could be an opportunity. Also the re-establishment of a small and sustainable public
native forest sawmilling industry provides an opportunity for the region.



Private native forests. Greater quantification and utilisation of the private native forest
resource represents an opportunity for the industry and could be encouraged by
supportive policies.



Bio-fuel and bio-energy. There is increasing interest in bio-fuel and bio-energy
utilisation of all wood fibre forms. Local utilisation and export for generating heat or
power is the current focus but represents a first generation low value use of wood fibre.
To date prices for such applications are low and provide disappointing outcomes for
growers and processors. This is expected to change as more advanced bio-fuel and bioenergy technologies are proven at operational scale and utilised driven by the global
aim of moving to lower carbon economies. The Canadian Forest Products Association

32

Draft Victorian Farm Forestry Industry Action Plan. Prepared by Private Forestry Services Queensland
and Hugh Stewart & Associates for Farm Forestry Group Victoria, March 2013. This report is yet to be
published.
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reported a positive outlook for bio-products and biomass energy (FPAC 2011). The
Association estimated the market potential for bio-products and biomass based energy
would grow from US$500 billion in 2011 to US$1300 billion by 2030, whereas the
growth of traditional forestry products was expected to be from US$500 billion to
US$550 billion over the same period. Some emerging technologies for bio-mass
products could include (Ahlqvist et al. 2013):






forest based bio-fuels by gasification,
refined bio-fuels and bio-oil from forest residues,
alcohols and chemicals from non-food biomass,
wood-based biomaterials, and
sustainability of biomass utilisation.

While export of biomass in chip or pellet form remains challenging at this time, these
emerging technologies may be short-term as well as medium-term opportunities for the
Central Victoria forestry industry. An ongoing watching brief needs to be kept on
developments with emerging biomass technologies to examine opportunities for timely
application in the Central Victoria region.
The purpose of the above list is to demonstrate there are prospective opportunities for
expanding the forestry industry in Central Victoria notwithstanding industry contraction
over the last decade. Whilst the current challenges are significant, some respondents
expressed confidence about capacity to solve the challenges.
Consideration could be given to allocating resources to further examine the more
prospective of the above opportunities with the aim of developing an action plan for the
expansion of the region’s forestry industry.
AKD Softwoods – continued growth of the region’s predominant processor

AKD is the predominant timber processor in the region and enjoys a significant share of
the Australian timber market of around 5%. The company has a long history of more than
50 years in the region with unbroken local ownership.
AKD was established by a group of local hardwood sawmilling families seeking an
opportunity to establish a new softwood sawmilling business based on log supplies from
the maturing government softwood plantations in the Otway Ranges. The company
steadily and incrementally expanded over the decades as opportunities arose. It built a new
mill in Colac incorporating efficient sawmilling technology in early 1990s that was
followed by acquisition of the other modern Colac sawmill. More recent expansion has
been through securing log supplies from the Green Triangle region when other processors
reduced production in response to the poor Australian housing market.
The Company has diverse operations including softwood sawmilling, softwood
plantations, exporting of softwood chips and treated timber production. The company has
previously been involved in other forestry industry businesses as opportunities afforded,
for example, partnership in hardwood export chip operation in the past. The company’s
log supply is diverse and challenging. Varying log types and qualities represent challenges
for processing and marketing the optimal mix of timber products. AKD sources logs from
the Otways Ranges (generally fast grown large logs of lower quality - lower outturn of
structural grade timber) Ballarat plantations (generally slower grown smaller logs of good
quality – higher outturn of structural grade timber), and Green Triangle plantations
(generally recognised as highest quality logs in South East Australia). Also around one
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half of the company’s total log intake is sourced from the Green Triangle region that is
300 kilometres from the mill in Colac. This involves high log haulage costs.
The Company has been successful and stable for more than 50 years during which most
Australian processors have changed ownership and/or faced periods of mixed fortunes.
The company has lacked the scale and multi-site advantages of its larger corporate
competitors and has accordingly avoided direct competition based on large corporate
processor business approaches. One can speculate on the reasons for the company’s
success over a long period. Matters of governance, strategic direction, flexible and
responsive management, tight business practices, and employee skills and productivity are
likely to be amongst the reasons for the company’s performance.
AKD is an important local timber company and provides considerable employment and
economic benefits for the region. One could expect the company to continue to be the
predominant successful timber processor in the Central Victoria region.
Decline in export chips from Geelong – challenging outlook

The international trade in woodchips has been dominated by Japanese paper makers for
decades until recently. There has been a transition over the last decade as China has
assumed increasing importance. Chinese paper production and consumption has been
strongly expanding over this period while the Japanese paper market is declining. Paper
consumption is declining in major developed economies of Japan, US and Europe while it
is increasing in emerging economies (Ahlqvist et al. 2013). The Chinese paper market is
growing strongly from relatively low consumption rate whereas the Japanese market is
contracting from high consumption rates and declining population.
The quantity of Australian hardwood chips exported was expanding prior to GFC,
reflecting high demand for hardwood fibre paper grades including copy and writing
papers. Demand for softwood fibre paper grades, including newsprint and packing paper
grades, will continue to be lower than hardwood grades. Accordingly, Australia has
exported lower quantities of softwood chips to Asia. Australian export chip quantities of
hardwood and softwood chips are shown in Figure 6.3. These quantities represented
significant proportions of total globally traded chips for paper making until recently.
Hardwood and softwood chips are exported from Geelong. Midway has exported native
forest and plantation hardwood chips, and softwood chips from Geelong for many years.
Native forest and softwood chips are no longer exported to Japan by Midway. The
cessation of native forest chips was caused by low demand and unviable prices. The
cessation of softwood chip exports is due to lack of supply of logs for chipping now that
conversion of the Company’s softwood plantations to hardwood is almost complete. SPE
exports softwood chips from Geelong. The company is a joint venture between AKD and
HVP. The parties operate together to export chips derived from AKD’s residue chips from
its Colac mills, chips from AKD’s pulp log thinnings from its plantations, and HVP’s pulp
log thinnings from its plantations. The business reflects a successful partnership between a
large corporate plantation company and its sawlog customer working together to achieve
market outcomes that neither party could achieve alone.
Figure 6.3 illustrates the steady strong growth in hardwood chip export volumes over the
25 years from 1988 – exports increased by 75% from approximately 800 000 bone dry
tonnes in 1988 to approximately 1400 bone dry tonnes in 2008. The majority of hardwood
chips over this period were from native forest logs. Plantation hardwood fibre became an
increasingly significant share over the last decade to the peak in September quarter 2008.
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Recognising the quality preference for plantation hardwood chips and the steady growth
ahead in the 1990s and beyond, one can observe the reasons for interest in expanding
hardwood plantations at the time. Demand for Australian hardwood chips fell sharply
following the GFC. This was due to sharp decline in paper demand in the immediate postGFC period, increasing availability of closer and cheaper Asian hardwood plantation
chips, and inferior quality of native forest chips.

Figure 6.3 Hardwood and softwood chip exports from Australia, 1988-2011
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Export prices for Australian hardwood chips to Japan and China Australian softwood
chips to Japan are presented in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 respectively.

Figure 6.4 Hardwood chip import prices to Japan and China, 1997-2011
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Figure 6.5 Softwood chip prices to Japan, 1997-2011
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Japan has been importing hardwood chips for a number of decades and dominated global
trade well before China started importing. Figure 6.4 illustrates Japanese importers have
always paid higher prices than Chinese importers. The linear trend lines for both import
prices are almost parallel with a price difference close to 25% over the period of a decade
since China commenced importing significant chip volumes. The Chinese importers’
approaches and the increased supply of cheaper, close Asian exporters explain the price
differences. Japanese importers acquired chips under longer term supply arrangements
with negotiated prices applying for 6 or 12 months. Japanese importers afforded high
priority to reliable supplies, consistent high quality and high level of control over the chip
supply chain. Also from the mid-1990s Japanese paper makers were keen to encourage
third party investments in establishing new hardwood plantations in other countries,
including Australia, to ensure future supply surpluses. These considerations were relevant
to price negotiations. On the other hand, Chinese importers have been singularly focused
on minimum price when procuring chips. Also increasing Chinese demand for hardwood
chips coincided with large increases in the quantities of chips available from cheap Asian
suppliers including Vietnam, Thailand and Indonesia.
Australian exporters enjoyed increasing volumes and prices for high quality plantation
hardwood chips in the decade up to GFC. However, Japanese import volumes fell sharply
following GFC and Australian exporters moved some of their trade to lower priced
Chinese market. For example, the Japanese export price of AUD207 per bone dry tonne
free on board in late 2011 but dropped to AUD150-180 per bone dry tonne just 12 months
later33 (Ahlqvist et al. 2013). The impact of the 15-30% fall in the price was exacerbated
by the high AUD providing an additional cost advantage to competitors from Asian
countries. The Asian suppliers have established the competitive price benchmark used by
Chinese importers’ to shape their price expectations.

33

Hardwood chip sales to Japan were in AUD because Australia was the dominant supplier until recent
years. Hardwood chip sales to China from all suppliers is in USD.
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The situation is similarly challenging for Australian softwood chip exporters even though
the narrative varies slightly. Softwood chips are priced to Japanese importers in USD34.
The USD price for Australian softwood chips35 steadily increased over the period shown
in Figure 6.5. However, the AUD prices exhibit a different pattern. Australian exporters
enjoyed high AUD prices in 1997, 2001 and first quarter 2009 as a result of low AUD.
The AUD for these periods was 0.73 (average for 1997), 0.51 (average for 2001) and 0.66
(average for first quarter of 2009) respectively. The price spike of AUD 237 per bone dry
unit free on board in 2009 resulted from a good USD price and low AUD. This illustrates
the importance of the AUD exchange rate for exporters. The relevance of the AUD is
further examined in a later section.
Japanese import volumes of softwood chips declined in 2012 as demand for softwood
grade papers declined and cheaper alternative fibre sources were preferred over imported
chips. As a result, SPE had to seek markets in China and also commenced exporting some
of the resource in log form. Chips exported to China are at prices around 20-30% lower
than previous Japanese prices36. Also exporting pulp logs provides a significantly lower
return than previous Japanese chip exports.
The current hardwood and softwood export businesses from Geelong are experiencing
substantial challenges for different reasons. Lower prices for hardwood chips are driven by
availability of cheaper supplies from Asian countries and lower prices for softwood chips
are driven by low demand for softwood paper grades in both China and Japan. The
financial challenges are acerbated by the high AUD.
The outlook for the export chip businesses is challenging. Will demand and price for chips
recover, and if so, can previous financial returns be expected? Will the AUD decline in
value and remove the added disadvantage for Australian chip exporters? It is not the
purpose of the study to forecast these matters other than to observe the challenges are
substantial as confirmed by stakeholders during interviews undertaken for the study.
Drivers of timber imports

Timber imports are identified as a significant challenge to the ongoing viability of the
domestic sawmilling industry. This view was confirmed in interviews conducted with a
number of stakeholders for this study. Timber from European processors is high quality
and offered at low prices. A contention is that the high AUD against the Euro advantages
European importers and supports low prices. This represents significant competitive
pressure to domestic processors including the region’s major processor, AKD. Similar
concerns about the adverse impacts of high AUD are expressed by other domestic
manufacturing industry sectors. This is part of the policy discussion about the role of trade
exposed manufacturing industry in the Australian economy. Some aspects of the broader
discussion apply to the forestry industry. How do some Australian manufacturing sectors
expand, or in deed survive, in the face of competitive disadvantages of small scale and

34

The measurement units for hardwood and softwood chips are different. Softwood chips are measured as
bone dry units (BDU) where as hardwood chips are measured in bone dry tonnes (BDT), or bone dry
metric tons (BDMT). One BDU = 2,400 pounds, or 1.0886 BDMT.
35
Australian softwood chip prices referred to in this instance are for chips supplied by Carter Holt Harvey
from its Portland export operation to its Japanese customer. This has been used for some time by
Japanese importers as the Australian radiata pine reference price. The prices from other Australian radiata
pine chips suppliers have varied from the Portland benchmark from time to time, as has prices for slash
pine chips from Queensland to Japanese end users.
36
Consultant, personal communications from various informal sources.
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high Australian costs exacerbated by high Australian currency? The question put by some
is whether Australia can maintain viable timber processing.
The degree of competitive pressure and the likelihood of it continuing in the medium term
is an important variable that influences the future forestry industry. The factors driving the
level and price of imported timber and outlook in the medium term are reviewed next.
Imported structural grade timber from Europe is the timber product of particular concern.
The timber is of high quality, offered at low prices and competes directly with locally
produced structural timber. Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 illustrate the quantity of imported
timber and the value of the AUD against the Euro.

'000 cubic metres

Figure 6.6 Imports of softwood timber to Australia, 1988-2011
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Figure 6.7 AUD versus the Euro, 1999-2011
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The figures demonstrate the following:


total softwood imported timber declined from 1999 to 2011. The declining trend was
established prior to 1999. In fact, the total imported softwood volume declined from
1.07 million cubic metres in 1992 to a low of just 496 000 cubic metres in 2006
(ABARES 2012). Hence, the total imported volumes over the recent period of
expressed concern (last 5 years) have been historically low;



timber imported from Europe represented low proportions of total imports prior to the
mid-2000s;



European imports increased in 2007 prior to GFC, declined sharply in 2008-2009 in the
shadow of GCF, increased in 2009-2010 and declined again in 2011. Total imported
softwood timber represented 20% of Australian market share (all softwood timber
grades) and European imports represented 7% market share in 2011 (ABARES 2012);
and



the AUD has steadily appreciated against the Euro and USD since 2009 . There is
strong correlation between the quantity of timber imported from Europe and the value
of AUD against the Euro suggesting this may be a causal factor for increased European
imports in 2009-2010.

Other relevant factors were sharp falls in major housing markets in Europe, Japan and US.
For example, the US housing market fell from more than one million annualised starts in
late 2008 to a low of less than 500 000 annualised starts by mid-2010 (Roberts 2013). The
US housing market has shown signs of solid recovery in late 2012 (RBA 2013).
European producers supply housing markets in Europe, Japan and US. Accordingly, some
European producers turned to the Australian market for two reasons:
1. cost advantage over domestic producers flowing from the high AUD, and
2. whilst the Australian housing market declined following the GFC, it still represented a
more prospective opportunity than the housing markets in Europe, Japan and US.
Will the circumstances of high AUD and local housing market target continue to adversely
impact local processors, or will they dissipate in the near term?
BIS Shrapnel, considers the current circumstances represent a temporary threat to
Australian sawn timber producers (BS 2013). BIS Shrapnel believes that 2013 will
continue to present challenges to local producers from imports. However, by 2014,
international and domestic conditions are expected to be more favourable to local
producers as the AUD declines. Global demand for timber will also improve in response to
a stronger housing market in the US and strong demand in Asian markets, in BIS
Shrapnel’s view (BS 2013). On this basis, the current competitive pressures are likely to
ease in the short term that will be welcomed by the predominant sawn timber producer in
Central Victoria.
Is there a message in competitiveness of imported timber?

Australian softwood sawmilling faces challenges of increasing costs and decreasing timber
prices as summarised in Table 6.2, placing pressure on profit margins. The ‘margin
squeeze’ is an underlying trend and is accentuated by current trough in the domestic
housing market. Imported high quality and low priced timber has placed downward
pressure on prices and sets a difficult competitive benchmark for local processors. AKD,
the main softwood processor in the region, experiences these competitive pressures.
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Softwood timber imports have steadily declined for some time as shown in Figure 6.6.
Historically major softwood timber imports came as radiata pine from New Zealand and
Oregon from North America. Price competition from these imports represented less direct
challenge to local structural timber than has been experienced in recent years. Imported
timber from Northern Europe (main countries include Czech Republic, Estonia, Germany,
Austria, Sweden, Lithuania, and Finland) in recent years has provided competitive
pressure on local timber and contributed to declining timber prices. Significant timber
imports from Europe are a relatively recent phenomenon. European imported softwood
timber was just 107 000 cubic metres in 2007 immediately prior to GFC, and represented
20% of total softwood timber imports. These imports increased sharply following GFC to
reach a high of 337 000 cubic metres in 2010, representing approximately 45% of total
imported softwood timber (ABARES 2012). There are various reasons why European
producers targeted the Australian market in recent years including entering new markets to
diversify expanding production, positive outlook for the Australian housing market,
Australian housing market representing an opportunity during the post-GFC period during
which traditional large housing markets in Europe, Japan and US had collapsed, and the
advantage of high AUD over recent years.
It is not the purpose of the study to examine the reasons why importers target the
Australian market rather the relevant consideration is the reasons why this imported timber
is price competitive against locally produced timber.
European sawmillers are understood in general to pay higher log prices and receive lower
timber prices in their local markets than is the case for Australian softwood sawmillers. A
recent study (Ahlqvist et al. 2013) examines the opportunities for the forestry industry in
the Mt Gambier region, South Australia. The study confirms that log prices are higher and
timber prices lower in Finland than in the Mt Gambier region. AKD Softwoods source the
majority of their sawlogs from the Mt Gambier region.
How are Finnish processors able to pay higher log prices and carry substantial freight
costs for delivering timber from Finland to Australia, and sell at competitive prices against
local processors? This appears paradoxical on face value. A recent study on the forestry
industry in South East South Australia (Ahlqvist et al. 2013) indicates Finish sawmillers
enjoy two major advantages, as follows:
1. Lower production costs – lower production costs are driven by innovation more than
scale.
2. High valued timber products – higher valued added timber provides opportunity for
higher margins. The “value adding” is partly derived from innovative and cost
efficient in-place applications for the timber products. Cross-laminated timber is one
example of a high valued timber application increasingly used in multi-storey housing
in Europe.
The paradox of cost competitiveness of imported European timber notwithstanding the
higher log costs in Europe provides an instructive guide for future opportunities for
Australian sawmillers, including those in the Central Victoria region. Moving part of
current production from commodity market of structural timber to higher valued timber
products and innovative applications and could provide an opportunity for improved
profitability for local sawmillers and supports higher log prices.
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Australian Dollar – is high AUD the new norm?

The current high AUD affects nearly all of the forestry industry businesses in Central
Victoria, and also in other regions. Local processors, plantation owners, and log and chip
exporters are adversely affected. Timber importers are advantaged. A number of
businesses interviewed identified the high AUD as a major challenge to their businesses
and speculated on the likelihood of depreciation of the AUD. Matters discussed included
will the AUD return to its pre-GFC long term average, or is an AUD closer to parity with
the USD the new norm, at least for the medium term? Trends in the AUD exchange rate
and the speculation about the outlook for the AUD are discussed in Appendix I.

The softwood resource is of small scale and not increasing in the region. This restricts
the opportunity to make capital investments to improve the efficiency of processing.

Processors have experienced declining profitability as a result of 1) timber prices
decreasing in real terms at a faster rate than the decrease in real log prices, and 2)
other costs (e.g. labour, energy) increasing in real terms.

Softwood processors expressed the view that their businesses are being adversely
affected by imports of high-quality, low-priced sawn timber (especially from Europe,
which are advantaged by the high AUD);

Softwood processors are very concerned about the long-term usage of structural
timber in the domestic housing market given recent trends and government policies to
slow down the development of outer-suburban housing. As with growers, the concern
of processors is whether this is part of a cyclical pattern or is a structural change in
the nature of the housing market in Australia.

Chip exporters are pessimistic about the prospects for their traditional markets in Asia
for hardwood and softwood chips.

The GFC and the subsequent combined effects of the high Australian dollar and
increased timber imports have severely adversely affected most processors in
Central Victoria, and particularly the softwood processors that export products or
are subject to import competition.
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Limitations
Trees Victoria prepared this report in accordance with the normal care, diligence and
thoroughness of the consulting profession for the use of the Department of Environment
and Primary Industries and only those third parties who have been authorised in writing by
Trees Victoria to rely on the report. It is based on generally accepted methods and
standards when it was prepared. No other warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to the
professional advice included in this report.
The methodology used and sources of information used by Trees Victoria are described in
this report. Trees Victoria has not independently verified this information beyond the
agreed scope of works and Trees Victoria takes no responsibility for any inaccuracies or
omissions.
This report was prepared between 13 February 2013 and 30 June 2013 and is based on the
conditions encountered and information reviewed during that time. Trees Victoria
disclaims responsibility for any changes that may have occurred after that time. This
report should be read in full – no responsibility is accepted for use of any part of this
report in any other context or for any other purpose or by third parties.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Surveys distributed to collect timber industry information

Socio-economic assessment of the forestry industry in Central Victoria
A report to the Department of Environment and Primary Industries, 2013

Grower survey 2011-2012 (page 1 of 2)
The purpose of this questionnaire is to collect data on timber production from Victorian
native forests and plantations for domestic primary processing and export.

Company name

Location

Timber species grown

Contact name & phone

Question 1: Forest area
What was the area of forest managed from this office in 2011-2012?
Hardwood plantation
Proportion in Victoria
Softwood plantation
Proportion in Victoria
Native forest managed for timber production
Proportion in Victoria
Native forest managed for conservation
Proportion in Victoria

ha
%
ha
%
ha
%
ha
%

Question 2: Log production
What was the log production from forests in Victoria in 2011-2012?
Total hardwood plantation logs
Hardwood plantation logs sold to domestic markets in Central Victoria
Hardwood plantation logs sold to domestic markets outside Central Victoria
Hardwood plantation logs sold to export markets

Softwood plantation logs
Softwood plantation logs sold to domestic markets in Central Victoria
Softwood plantation logs sold to domestic markets outside Central Victoria

Native forest logs
Native forest logs sold to domestic markets in Central Victoria
Native forest logs sold to domestic markets outside Central Victoria
Native forest logs sold to export markets

m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
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Grower survey 2011-2012 (page 2 of 2)
Question 3: Mill door or export wharf gate value of log production
What was the log production from forests in Victoria in 2011-2012?
Total hardwood plantation logs

$M

Hardwood plantation logs sold to domestic markets in Central Victoria

$M

Hardwood plantation logs sold to domestic markets outside Central Victoria

$M

Hardwood plantation logs sold to export markets (wharf gate value)

$M

Softwood plantation logs

$M

Softwood plantation logs sold to domestic markets in Central Victoria

$M

Softwood plantation logs sold to domestic markets outside Central Victoria

$M

Softwood plantation logs sold to export markets (wharf gate value)

$M

Native forest logs

$M

Native forest logs sold to domestic markets in Central Victoria

$M

Native forest logs sold to domestic markets outside Central Victoria

$M

Native forest logs sold to export markets (wharf gate value)

$M

Question 4: Payments to contractors
What was the value of payments to contractors in Victoria in 2011-2012?
Total silvicultural contractors

$M

Hardwood plantations

$M

Softwood plantations

$M

Native forests

$M

Total harvesting contractors

$M

Hardwood plantations

$M

Softwood plantations

$M

Native forests

$M

Total haulage contractors

$M

Hardwood plantations

$M

Softwood plantations

$M

Native forests

$M

Comments

Use of data
We will keep individual company information confidential.
We will only report aggregated industry data for Central Victoria.
Thank you for your assistance.
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Socio-economic assessment of the forestry industry in Central Victoria
A report to the Department of Environment and Primary Industries, 2013

Sawmill survey 2011-2012 and forecast (page 1 of 2)
The purpose of this questionnaire is to collect data on timber intake from Victorian
native forests and plantations for primary processing.

Mill name

Location

Log species

Contact name & phone

Question 1: Logs processed onsite
2011-2012
Total log input

Expected annual intake (next 3 years)
m

3

12

13

14

m3

Vicforests

m3

m3

DSE Forests

m3

m3

Private native forest

m3

m3

Industrial plantation softwood

m

3

m3

Industrial plantation hardwood

m3

m3

Farm forest softwood

m3

m3

Question 2: Sawnwood output (nominal cubic metres) a
2011-2012

Expected annual output (next 3 years)
m3

m3

m3

m3

Green appearance

m

3

m3

Green other (specify)

m3

m3

Dry structural

m3

m3

3

m3

m3

m3

Total sawnwood produced
Green structural

m

Dry appearance

Dry other (specify)

Firewood
offcuts

a

Sum of output volumes should add to 'Total sawnwood produced'. Dry output refers to timber sawn
in 2011-2012. 'Nominal' refers to the intended dimension of the dry roughsawn board.
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Sawmill survey 2011-2012 and forecast (page 2 of 2)
Question 3: Chip and bark output
2011-2012
Total chip produced
Used on-site for energy

sawdust

Sold to domestic markets
Sold to export markets

Total bark produced
Used on-site for energy
Sold to domestic markets

na
na

Expected annual output (next 3 years)
m3

m3

m

3

m3

m

3

m3

m

3

m3

m

3

m3

m

3

m3

m

3

m3

Question 4: Sales income (i.e. value of initial processing)
What was the sales income in 2011-2012?
Total sawnwood
Sawnwood sold to domestic markets in Central Victoria (mill gate)
Sawnwood sold to domestic markets outside Central Victoria (mill gate)
Sawnwood sold to export markets (wharf gate value)

$M
$M
$M
$M

ABARE 2007 sawmill survey
If you took part in the ABARE sawmill survey conducted between July and October 2007, we would
appreciate the survet return you made if it was available, to provide a benchmark, as we have
designed this current survey to capture similar data.

Comments

Use of data
We will keep individual company information confidential.
We will only report aggregated industry data for Central Victoria.
Thank you for your assistance.
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Appendix B: Example of interview guide

Respondent: Forest grower
What have been the main changes to the timber industry since 2003?
What have been the impacts for your business?
What major investments has your company made since 2003?
What have been the main factors driving these changes?
Regional factors?
National and international factors?
What is the outlook for the timber industry in the medium term and longer term?
What are the attributes of the region that are important for your company?
What is your perception of markets – volume demand and product type for
domestic and export markets?
What are the plans of your company for expansion over the next 3-5 years, and your
longer term plans (i.e. >10 years)?
Will there be any changes to the business model?
What are the product mix plans for the company?
What are the major opportunities and challenges for your business?
What are the main factors that will determine the prospects of the timber industry
in the medium term and long term?
Access to sufficient wood resources – within region, outside region?
Threats to expanded supplies sought by the company?
What balance would you like between industrial plantations and farm forestry in
new investment?
Suitability of sawlogs from hardwood plantations for processing into solid wood
products?
Regional, national and international factors?
What is the importance of certification of forest products to your business?
What are the opportunities for markets for environmental values of forests?
What role will your company play in the development of forest resources?
What investment models would work?
Interested in forestry partnerships or joint ventures?
If so, under what terms and conditions? If not, why?
What is the role for governments in relation to the timber industry in Central
Victoria?
Significance of the Victorian Government’s ‘Timber Industry Action Plan (2011)’?
Significance of national forestry policies (e.g. Plantations 2020)?
Impact of recent policies (carbon, water security)?
What government policy changes and initiatives would you like to see?
To what extent is forestry meeting community expectations in Central Victoria?
Any other issues you would like to raise?
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Appendix C: Businesses, organisations and agencies that provided information
for the study
Associated Kiln Driers Pty Limited (trading as AKD Softwoods)
Australian Agribusiness Group
Australian Bluegum Plantations Pty Ltd
Australian Forest Growers
Ballarat Region Treegrowers
Barry McVilly Pty Ltd
Calco Pty Ltd
Central Highlands Timbers
Charles Stewart & Co Pty Ltd
Colac Otway Shire
Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union
Corangamite Catchment Management Authority
Department of Business and Innovation
Department of Environment and Primary Industries
East Victoria Plantation Forest Company of Australia Pty Ltd
Farm Forest Growers Victoria Inc.
Forrest Timber Products Pty Ltd
Geelong Otway Tourism Inc.
Gunns Ltd
Hancock Victorian Plantations Pty Ltd
J Wright & Sons Pty Ltd
Midway Ltd
New Forests Pty Ltd
Otway Agroforestry Network Inc.
PF Olsen (Australia) Pty Ltd
Proway Enterprises Pty Ltd
Pyrenees Shire
Pyrenees Timber Pty Ltd
Smartimbers Co-operative Ltd
SPE (Management) Pty Ltd
Stora Enso Timber Australia Pty Ltd
Timberlink Australia Pty Limited
Timber Towns Victoria
Timber Training Creswick Ltd
VicForests
Victorian Association of Forest Industries
Wood Products Victoria Ltd
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Appendix D: Plantation regions of Australia

Boundaries of regions in the National Plantation Inventory, Australia

Source: Gavran and Parsons (2010, p. 8)
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Appendix E: Distribution of plantations in south-east Australia

Hardwood and softwood plantations in National Plantation Inventory regions in
Victoria in 2005

11 Murray Valley

Source: Prepared by Consultant using data from BRS (2011).
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Appendix F: Native forest resources in Victoria
The extent of native forest in Victoria

Statistics on the extent of native forest in Victoria (DSE 2009, p. 8) are:


Victoria has 7.84 million hectares of native forest37, covering 34% of the State.



85% of this native forest (6.80 million hectares) is on public land, of which:
 3.50 million hectares is formally protected in nature conservation reserves
(national parks, nature reserves, State parks and other conservation areas),
 3.16 million hectares is designated State forest, and
 0.14 million hectares is on other Crown land, some of which is leasehold land.



A further one million hectares of native forest is on private land.

The native forest on public land available for timber harvesting

The 3.16 million hectares of State forest is multiple-use forest managed for a range of
values including timber production, water supply, conservation, cultural heritage and
recreation (DSE 2009).
State forest is assigned by DSE to three forest management zones:


General Management Zone (GMZ) – forests are managed for a range of uses and
values, with human use and timber production given a high priority.



Special Management Zone (SMZ) – forests are managed to conserve specific features,
while catering for timber production under specific management conditions.



Special Protection Zone (SPZ) – forests are managed for particular conservation values,
forming a network designed to complement the formal reserve system. Timber
harvesting and other disturbances are excluded from this zone.38

In the Special Management Zone and Special Protection Zone, 1.2 million hectares of
native forest is designated as ‘informal reserves’. This area is excluded from timber
harvesting and is made up of Special Protection Zone exclusions (841 000 hectares) and
Code of Forest Practices for Timber Production exclusions (354 000 hectares) (DSE
2009, p. 16). Combined with the 3.5 million hectares of formal reserves (i.e. nature
conservation reserves), this means that over 4.7 million hectares of native forest on public
land in Victoria (approximately 70% of the total) is in a comprehensive, adequate and
representative (CAR) reserve system established in accordance with nationally agreed
criteria (DSE 2009, p. 12).
Thus, the gross area of State forest available to be managed for timber production in
Victoria is approximately two million hectares (DSE 2009, p. 12). However, these
statistics were for 2005-2006 – the most recent data available.

37

Native forest is an area originally naturally occurring, that is dominated by trees having usually a single
stem and a mature or potentially mature stand height exceeding two metres and with existing or potential
crown cover of overstorey strata about equal to or greater than 20%. This definition includes areas of
trees that are sometimes described as woodlands (DSE 2007, p. 76).
38
http://www.dse.vic.gov.au/forests/regional-information/east-gippsland/review-of-east-gippsland-forestmanagement-area-zoning-scheme, viewed 28 February 2012.
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The native forest on public land available and suitable for timber harvesting

Given that there is an area of approximately two million hectares of native forest on public
land that is available for timber production, a deduction is then made for ‘area unsuitable
for harvesting due to operational restrictions and unmerchantable stands’ (DSE 2009, p.
16). Equating to 1.04 million hectares (DSE 2009, p. 16), this means that:


the area of native forest on public land in Victoria available and suitable for timber
production in 2005-2006 was 929 000 hectares (DSE 2009, p. 16).

This area needs to be separated into the areas of western Victoria and eastern Victoria
because different agencies are responsible for the management of timber production in
these areas. The Department of Environment and Primary Industries (DEPI) is responsible
for the management and licensing of commercial timber production in State forests in
western Victoria. 39 The annual harvest from these forests is small. VicForests 40 is the
Victorian government business with responsibility for the sustainable harvest and
commercial sale of timber from State forests in eastern Victoria. The annual harvest from
these forests is large. On the other hand, DEPI manages all aspects of domestic firewood
production and the sale of some other minor forest products throughout the State land.41
In eastern Victoria, the area of State forest suitable for timber harvesting is described in
the Allocation to VicForests (Further Amendment) Order 2010. This describes Working
Forest Areas which include approximately 730 000 hectares of State forest in eastern
Victoria identified in Victoria’s Timber Industry Strategy of 2009 (DSE 2010, p. 3).
The actual area of native forest on public land that is harvested each year

In western Victoria (the FMAs of Otway, Portland, Bendigo, Horsham, Midlands and
Mid-Murray, which include the Central Victoria region defined for the current study),
small areas and volumes of logs are harvested in native forests on public land for
production of sawn timber, firewood and a range of minor forest products.
In eastern Victoria, VicForests harvested approximately 5000 hectares of forest in each of
the years of 2009-2010 and 2010-2011 using a range of silvicultural systems including
thinning (VicForests 2011, p. 22). This was equivalent to harvesting less than 0.1% per
annum of the total area of native forest on public land, or less than 1% per annum of the
area of native forest on public land available and suitable for timber production.
Statewide, the downward trend in timber harvesting in State native forests is illustrated by
statistics for volumes of hardwood sawlogs (grades B, C and D) supplied: in 2000-2001,
the volume was 555 000 cubic metres compared with 330 000 cubic metres in 2010-2011
(WPV 2011). This represents a reduction in supply of 40% in a decade.

39

This responsibility was transferred from DSE to DPI in December 2011. Source:
http://www.dpi.vic.gov.au/forestry/public-land-forestry, viewed 28 April 2012. On 9 April 2013, DSE
and DPI were merged into the new Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DEPI). Source:
http://www.premier.vic.gov.au/media-centre/media-releases/6427-a-stronger-focus-on-jobs-andinvestment.html, viewed 2 May 2013.
40
VicForests is a State-owned enterprise that has administered wood production in Victoria’s public
native forests since August 2004. This has provided more transparency in the sale of timber resources by
removing the potential conflict between the regulatory and commercial functions for native forests within
State government. VicForests manages existing licences which grant commercial operators access to
State forest timber in eastern Victoria, and has developed a competitive sales system for publicly-owned
hardwood timber. VicForests is regulated by DSE and is independently audited (DSE 2009).
41
http://www.dpi.vic.gov.au/forestry/public-land-forestry, viewed 28 April 2012.
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State forest managed for timber production in Central Victoria
Forest areas

Definitive areas of State forest managed for timber production in Central Victoria are
difficult to extract because the management boundaries for State forests for which data is
available (DEPI Forest Management Areas, Regional Forests Agreement (RFA)42 areas)
do not concord with the Central Victoria region used in this study.
Public land tenures in the two Forest Management Areas (FMAs) areas of Midlands and
Otway that each cover part of Central Victoria are shown in Table F1. The spatial
distribution of these FMA areas is shown in Figure F1.

Table F1 Public land tenures in the Forest Management Areas (FMAs) of Midlands
and Otway in Central Victoria (hectares)
Land tenure

Midlands FMA

Otway FMA

Total

State forest
General Management Zone

61 400

Special Management Zone

28 900

Special Protection Zone

24 000

93 780

208 080

Other public lands

110 800

67 910

178 710

Total

225 100

161 690

386 790

Notes: (1) Midlands data from the Midlands Forest Management Plan 1996; Otway data from the Otway
FMA estimate of sawlog resource in 2002.
(2) Timber production is permitted in the General Management Zone, and in the Special Management
Zone under specific management conditions, but the areas where timber harvesting is carried out are less
than the total areas of these zones due to various exclusions (e.g. operational restrictions).
Source: http://www.dse.vic.gov.au/forests/publications/plans/forest-management-plans, viewed 2 May
2013.

The Midlands Forest Management Area (FMA) extends over 1.7 million hectares. Native
forest on public land occurs mostly in large unconnected blocks straddling or lying near
the Great Dividing Range between Kyneton and Ararat and south of Ballarat. State forest
in the Midlands FMA comprises 114 300 hectares of a total public land area of 225 100
hectares (Table F1).
In 2002, the Otway FMA comprised 93 780 hectares of State forest of a total public land
area of 161 690 hectares (Table F1). However, the Great Otway National Park (103 185
hectares) and Otway Forest Park (39 520 hectares) (Figure F2) were created as a result of
the Victorian Goverment’s acceptance of the majority of final recommendations made by
the Victorian Environmental Assessment Council following a two-year investigation. The
Great Otway National Park was included on Schedule Two to the National Parks Act 1975
(Vic.) on 11 December 2005 – it includes the former Otway National Park and Melba
Gully State Park, most of Angahook–Lorne State Park and Carlisle State Park, a number
of former State forest areas, many smaller reserves and other areas of public land.

42

RFAs are 20-year plans for the conservation and sustainable management of Australia's native forests.
Source: http://www.daff.gov.au/rfa, viewed 28 February 2012.
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Figure F1 Forest Management Areas in Victoria

Source: http://www.dpi.vic.gov.au/forestry/public-land-forestry/?a=149246, viewed 2 May 2013.

Following amendments to the Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 (Vic.) and the Forests Act
1958 (Vic.), the Otway Forest Park was proclaimed on 24 October 2006. It includes
former Otway State forest areas, Kawarren Regional Park and other smaller reserves (PV
& DSE 2009).
The Otway Forest Park is managed under the Forests Act 1958 (Vic.). The park is
managed to: (i) provide opportunities for recreation; (ii) protect and conserve biodiversity,
natural and cultural features and water supply catchments; and (iii) supply a limited range
of natural resource products including timber (PV & DSE 2009).
The Management Plan developed in 2009 for the Great Otway National Park and Otway
Forest Park replaced the Management Plan developed in 1992 for the Otway FMA (PV &
DSE 2009).
Management objectives for the Otway Forest Park included: ‘… low-intensity harvesting
of selected trees for firewood up to current levels, posts and poles, woodchop blocks,
stakes, hobby wood or specialty applications … where such harvesting is demonstrably
sustainable’ (PV & DSE 2009, p. 95).
Timber harvesting for sawlog and pulpwood production was excluded, other than for
harvesting in accordance with approved Wood Utilisation Plans to meet existing timber
licence obligations up to 2008 (PV & DSE 2009).
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Figure F2 Great Otway National Park and Otway Forest Park

Source: http://www.veac.vic.gov.au/documents/387-Map-A.pdf, viewed 2 May 2013.

Wood utilisation plans
Midlands FMA

The Department of Environment and Primary Industries has prepared a Wood Utilisation
Plan (WUP) for the Midlands FMA, indicating areas for sawlog, firewood and minor
forest produce production for the period 2011-2012 to 2013-2014.
The three-year WUP is a works plan for firewood production (domestic and commercial
cutters) and chop logs for the Midlands District as well as firewood, minor produce and
sawlog for the Murray Goldfields District. The WUP includes sites located in State forest
and Regional Park within the Midlands FMA.
For the period of the WUP, DEPI plans to provide an annual supply from the Midlands
District of up to:


3330 cubic metres of commercial firewood and 900 linear metres of chop logs, and



8500 cubic metres of firewood for domestic collectors.

As well, DEPI plans to provide an annual supply from the Murray Goldfields District of:


1500 cubic meters of commercial firewood,



450 cubic metres of domestic firewood,



400 cubic meters of posts and minor products, and



200 cubic meters of sawlogs.

These volumes meet legal timber supply commitments and provide domestic firewood and
minor produce resources to support the needs of local communities (DSE 2011a).
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Otway FMA

The Department of Environment and Primary Industries has prepared a Wood Utilisation
Plan (WUP) for the Otway FMA indicating areas for firewood and minor forest produce
production for the period 2011-2012 to 2013-2014. The WUP is based on supplying the
licensed volume.
For the three-year period of the WUP, DEPI plans to provide an annual supply from the
Otway FMA of up to:


3880 cubic metres of firewood, 250 cubic metres of wood chop logs, 30 cubic metres of
specialty timbers and 2000 bundles of Tea Tree stakes to supply commercial licenses,
and



2240 cubic metres of firewood and 1000 bundles of Tea Tree stakes for domestic
collectors.

These volumes meet licensed timber supply commitments and provide domestic firewood
and minor produce resources to support the needs of local communities. The WUP
includes sites located in Forest Park within the Otway FMA (DSE 2011b).

Private native forest in Central Victoria
Central Victoria has considerable areas of private native forest, widely distributed tin the
southern and northern parts of the region (Figure F3).

Figure F3 Private native forest (shaded red) in Central Victoria

Source: Crawford (2009, p. 5).
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Appendix G: Sawlogs for Salinity project update #3

The Sawlogs for Salinity project continues to be realised with the winter/spring planting
period of 2007 in the Corangamite and West Gippsland regions, building on initial
plantings established in 2006 in West Gippsland.
Despite challenging seasonal conditions individual projects have progressed well, showing
promising results with establishment survival rates ranging from 77 to >90%. The next
stage of managing these farm forests will involve identification of final crop trees and
works including form and clearwood pruning, and thinning so that growers can achieve
good growth targeted to the best trees in their stands. This activity will contribute to the
next generation of high grade, farm-grown sawlogs, meeting market demands for versatile
quality wood products, whilst adding value to our catchment conditions.
Project results:


15 accepted tenders.



742 hectares of newly established tree farm plantings.



$650 000 public investment.



Landholders changing practise to incorporate new sustainable farm production options.



Successful utilisation of the tender process as a market-based incentive tool within a
forestry context.

Source: Department of Environment and Primary Industries (DEPI) archive, retrieved 7 May 2013 from
DEPI website at: http://www.dpi.vic.gov.au/forestry/archive/sawlogs-for-salinity/update-round-3.
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Appendix H: Defining the agriculture and timber industries

The Australian and New Zealand Standard Industrial Classification (ANZSIC) is used by
the Australian Bureau of Statistics to classify industry statistics. Data used in this study
was sourced from research by Econsearch (2010) for the purposes of input-output
modelling of the economic impacts of changes in primary industries. Econsearch
developed industry sectors based on the ANZSIC classes published in 1993, and we
further aggregated the Econsearch industry sectors as follows:
This study

Econsearch (2010)

Agriculture primary
production

Sheep

0122 (part), 0123, 0124

Grains

0121, 0122 (part)

Beef cattle

0122 (part), 0123 (part), 1025

Dairy cattle

0130

Pigs

0151

Poultry

0141, 0142

Viticulture

0114

Vegetables

0113

Fruit and nuts

0115, 0116, 0117, 0119

Other agriculture

0111, 0112, 0152, 0153, 0159, 0161, 0162,
0169

Services to agriculture

0211, 0212, 0213, 0219, 0220

Meat and meat products

2111, 2112, 2113,

Dairy products

2121, 2122, 2129

Fruit and vegetable
products

2130

Oils and fats

2140

Flour mill products and
cereal foods

2151, 2152

Other food products

2161, 2162, 2163, 2171, 2172, 2173, 2174,
2179

Wine

2183, 2184, 2190

Other beverages

2181, 2182

Textiles, clothing and
footwear

2211, 2212, 2213, 2214, 2215, 2221, 2222,
2223, 2229, 2231, 2232, 2239, 2241, 2242,
2243, 2249, 2250, 2261, 2262

Forestry primary
production

Forestry

0301, 0302, 0303

Wood product
manufacturing

Sawmill products

2311, 2312, 2313

Other wood products

2321, 2322, 2323, 2329

Pulp, paper and
paperboard

2331

Paper containers and
products

2332, 2333, 2334, 2339

Agricultural food &
fibre products
manufacturing

Pulp & paper product
manufacturing

ANZSIC classes (1993)

Note: The ANZSIC has a structure comprising categories at four levels, namely 17 Divisions (e.g.
Division A – Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing), Subdivisions (e.g. Subdivision 01 – Agriculture),
Groups and Classes (the finest level).
Source: http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/1292.0, viewed 2 March 2012.
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Appendix I: Is the high AUD the new norm?

The long-term trend for the AUD against the USD is shown in Figure I1. The period
presented is from 1983, (when the AUD was floated against other currencies) until most
recent available data for April 2013. The AUD has fluctuated considerably over the period
from low of 0.49 in March 2001 to a high of 1.09 in April 2011. Four movement trends are
recognisable in Figure I1. The AUD was close to parity with the USD when it was floated
in 1983, after which it steadily depreciated to reach the low of 0.49 in March 2001. The
value of the AUD was largely driven by the strength of the Australian economy that was
weakening over much of this period. The trend reversed until 2007 as the Australian
economy expanded strongly on the back of increasing mineral exports to China and
increasing commodity prices. The AUD was regarded as a ‘commodity currency’ during
this period, so that the strength of the Australian economy, interest rates, and commodity
prices were the main determinants of the exchange rate. The AUD fell sharply in 2008 due
to the GFC, the pre-GFC high of 0.96 in June 2008 fell to a low of 0.64 by January 2009.
The current upward trend saw the AUD appreciate by more than 60% to reach high of 1.10
in July 2011. The average rate has been above parity at 1.04 since July 2011.

Figure I1 USD versus AUD, 1983-2013
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Source: Consultant, using data from Reserve Bank Australia website.

The long-term pre-GFC average AUD rate against the USD (1983-2007) was 0.72 and the
average post-GFC was 30% higher at 0.94. The high AUD over the last three or more
years has significantly disadvantaged Australia’s trade exposed industries, including local
log processing, plantation growers, and chip and log exporters in Central Victoria. The
conundrum is whether the high AUD is more likely in the medium term, or whether the
pre-GFC circumstances will return?
The major economies in the developed world have adopted aggressive monetary policies
in an effort to re-invigorate their economies following the dramatic slumps caused by the
GFC. These policies aim to reduce the value of the own currencies and set low interest
rates to support exports and encourage borrowing and spending by their companies and
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consumers. A major part of such policies is ‘quantitative easing’ where the country’s
central bank releases large amounts of money into the economy on an ongoing basis. The
desired effect is to reduce the value of the currency. Accordingly, any country that does
not follow such a policy, such as Australia, finds its currency appreciates. The Reserve
Bank of Australia considers ‘quantitative easing’ by other large economies has elevated
the AUD to a value exceeding its underlying fair value (RBA 2013).
‘Quantitative easing’ is currently applied by four of the five largest world economies. US
and Japan alone are currently placing an extra US$1.7 trillion annualised into their
economies. This additional money underpins the demand for stronger currencies,
including the AUD. The massive amount of additional money is equivalent to
approximately Australia’s total gross domestic product. This demonstrates the limited
ability of Australia’s central bank to reduce the impact of the strong demand for AUD
from foreign investors (RBA 2013).
The effectiveness of the foreign government’s actions to depreciate their currencies
relative to the AUD is illustrated in Figure I2, Figure I3 and Figure I4. The AUD has
appreciated against the major world currencies of USD, Japanese yen and the Euro by
approximately 60-80% over the last four years.
This suggests the AUD is unlikely to fall back to pre-GFC levels while the other large
economies continue with policies aimed at reducing the value of their currencies.
Australia’s Reserve Bank has limited capacity to reduce the inflow of foreign funds and
the consequent affects on the AUD. It is likely that AUD will remain at an elevated level
for the medium term.

Figure I2 USD versus AUD, 2005-2013
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Source: Consultant, using data from Reserve Bank Australia website.
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Figure I3 Japanese Yen versus AUD, 2005-2013
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Source: Consultant, using data from Reserve Bank Australia website.

Figure I4 Euro versus AUD, 2005-2013

Source: Consultant, using data from Reserve Bank Australia website.
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